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U) Locatjo 

The Upper Old Red Sandstone of Seat Lothian and L7er4ekahire 

occupies an area whose north-western limit is defined by the Dunbaxi-

Gjffozd Fault. Th. Upper old Red Sandstone occupies the greater 

proportion of the Outhiuwe*t trending strip contined between this 

fault and the more southerly but parallel Laermuir Fault* On 

the soith"east aide of the latter, the Upper Old Red Sandstone outcrops 

within several detached areas#  the largest of which runs southwards from 

Spott along the eastern flanks of the Lammsrinuir lulls, Post Oldhazstooka 

through Berwickshire in a broadening tract into Roxburghabire. The 

other areas of Upper old Red Sandstone are present south of Gifford 

and south o 'ala in the west#  and, to the east fore a strip extending 

from Oldkiamstoeks to the I3erdckshire coast at Coakburnspatkz, They 

are included in the Geological Survey (Scotland) one.inch Sheets 

33 Waddington) and 34 (-Astern Berwickshire), and in Ordnance Survey, 

Seventh Series, one.inoiieets 62 and 63. (Fig 	L.) 

The Upper Old Red Sandstone is unoor1Threable mainly on Ordovician 

and Silurian greywackes, Lower Old Red Sandstone being absent except 

in the area south of St • Abb 's head and Sy.aouth, where a Lower 01d 

Red Sandstone group of telepathic sandstones of tuffaceous aspect is 

unconforeably overlain by the Upper old Red Sandstone. The latter 

Lit followed in upward succession by beds of the Calciferous Sandstone 

Series. 

The purpose of the research is to determine the nature of the 

pro-Upper Old Red Sandstone palaeogeography of the area and#  by 
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sedimentological and stratigraphia means, to study the 

environment of deposition of representatives of a largely 

continental yetut which has too often been incompletely 

described as the continental deposits of intarmontazie valleys, 

basins or auvettes, The area is also of interest in that the 

Upper Old Red sandstone is out by the Lammermuir 'ault, usually 

regarded as the northi'e*stern offset extension of the Sout4ern 

Upland ?ault1  and therefore allows unusual opportunity for 

studying the former since only rarely do beds younger than 

Silurian outcrop south of the principal fault line, 

tiLne (1836, p.p. 183'.1381 1844, pep. 435"439) established 

within the .1.d 	9andstone of Berwickshire and Roxburghahire, 

a succession consisting of coarse basal greymeke..conglomerates 

succeeded by thinly-bedded red sandstoness The conglomerates 

are unconformable upon grepaokes, are very variable in thickness, 

and may be overlapped by the red sandstones above. Nicol (1345, 

p.p. 42..46) further described the Gid Red Sandstone .f RoxburgLishire 

as occupying la deep bay or gulf in the greyoke which encloses 

it on three .ides", and he believed the conglomerates to be marginal 

to the gulf, and f 'vtatile in origin. The tract of conglomerate 

flanking the eastern edge of the Lammermuir kills use similarly 

described by Stevenson (1850 1, p.p. 418..422) as occupying an 

ancient trough in the greyi*okes, the pebbles infil].ing the trough 

being derived locally from to. west. G.ikie (l363 1, p.p. 34..41J 

/ 



1866, p.p. 11..27) described in considerable detail the staple 

but general succession already clearly established by the work 

of t3.ne  and Nicol. Qeike indicated, soreovers, that the presence 

of many small relict outliei of conglomerate, between the main 

north-south tract and the 	t Berwickshire coast, sight signify 

that the whole of the Lammernuir chain use once completely covered 

by the conglomerates, The latter (Q.ikie, 1866) thin astwexds 

from a owdmix thickness of 2,10J0 test and are replaced or ovez' 

lapped by sandstones. 

Bailey (191.0, p.28 ) revised the acoepted twofold 

stratigraphic subdivision and suggested the following succession 

for the blat Lothian area. 

(3) 	Sandstones and saris 

(2) 	reat .onglom.rate 

(1) 	Sandstones with thin basal conglomerates 

Division 3 was further subdivided into a Lower aroup without 

cornatonea and an Upper Qroup with oornatonea, following Goodohild's 

classification of the Upper Old ?Ad Sandstone of the Tweed basin 

((oodchi1d, 1903, p.p. 1164.20), 

the basal natt!re of the conglomerates, and the evaluation 

of the succession between the Arrington Live and Greenlaw doss 

not agree with *iley's interpretation of the East Lothian succession 

(7ovlsr and MaeGrogorp 1938, p. 55; ibid, 19400  p.54). 

Milne (1844, p. 439) and 3tevinson (1849, p.p. 35.37) reported 

the presence of fish remains at several localities in oxburghahire 

/ 



and in southern 	t Lothian. These remains are tragasntazy, 

and belong to two species, 491et11chius nobiliI!i* and agAnftl 

striatu.a. They establish an Upper Ad Red 3andstone age for the 

rocks* 

ith regard to the depositional environment, Geikie (18631p 

p.41) suggested that the conglomerates were laid down by valley 

glaciers. Goodahild (1896, p.p. 2U3i.222; 1903, ope cit.,) 

preferred a continental and environment of deposition which he 

described as a region of wadi9s, across and moving sands subject to 

an and climate with occasional heavy rain* And-rounded grains 

in sandstones from Coekburnapath were recorded by ;orby (1880, 

p.p. 6264) and in sandstones, noz'tb..ast of Jedburgh, by MacGregor 

and Zckford (1946, p.p. 235.236). 

The distribution, economics, chemistry and petrography of the 

cornstones of ast Lothian, have been examined by tobertaon ot al. 

(1949), and Fhemi.ter et al. (1956) • Burgess (1960, pep. 138'453) 

examined similar eornstones from Ayrshire, uhare they are more 

strongly developed, and suggested that they are diagenettosily modified 

calcareous soil deposits. 

(iii) 41KNIM 

Anderson (1951, p.p. 97..1i.o) regarded the Lammereuir 'ault 

as a probable en echelon continuation of the main 3outhern Upland 

Fault. 1u11ooh and Walton (1958, p.p. 118...126) include the 

Lameermoir, Dunbar-Gifford, L.adburn and Pentland Faults within the 

Southern Upland Fault complex, and suggest that if associated 

/ 
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north-south wrench faults, such as the 1a1ksrston Fault, 

(Geological urvey, 1 inch Shoot 24o 1955Reprint) are in fact 

parts of the saes fracture, there has been sinistral wrench 

displacement along one or both of the Laesermuir and Dunbari. 

(afford fault lines. Itennedy (1958 p.p. 116.117) stated that 

the Southern Upland Fault first developed during 41ux'o' 

Devonian movements and originated as aNorth-faeing scarp 

formed by Southern Upland rooks, steeply thrust against Midland 

k1lsy rocks. The principal displacement, he dated as late 

Caledonian from the overstep of Upper Old Red Sandstone across' 

Lower Old fled Sandstone and across the Dunbar-.Gifford and 

Lamaerniuir lines onto Southern Upland rocks. Peach (1871, 

p • 32) considered that the absence of the Carboniferous Lime stone 

Series beneath the Coal )sasures of the Sanquhar Coalfield to the 

south-east of the Southern Upland Fault was similarly due to the 

coewal existence of a fault scarp,  facing northwards • George 

(1960, pope 48.'83) suggested that the Southern Upland Fault did 

not exist as a barrier during Lower Old fled Sandstone times and 

therefore did not control Lower Old liod Sandstone sedimentation. 

U. agreed with Kennedy in a aid'.'Deyonian age for the principal 

expression of the fault which, with co-eval folding, deformed 

the Lower Old 1W Sandstone basin of sedimentation. The fault, 

however, acted as & definite barrier to Lover Carboniferous 

sedimentation except in three gaps5  'he only relevant one being 

the Cockbux'nspath gap. Isopachs indicated a consistent soth. 

-east thinning of the Lower Carboniferous, and a shoreline no 
/ 
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more than 3 sties beyond the LammerwuirFault* The lower 

arbonifaroue succession (George, ope cit.) within this gap 

showed no evidence of unconformity or fault control and it 

is likely that the north-east part of the outhern Upland 

Fault complex was relatively inactive in post *ièDevonian 

tines. Indeed George (p.90) stated ..., the outhern 

Uplands Fault (notably to the east in its Leadburu and 

Laneermuir segments) achieves a relative anonyPity in falling 

as an unexceptional member into a regional class of hsrcynian 

fractures." 

(iv) 	ft  aim 

Goodohild (1896, p.p. 203.s-2221 1901, p.p. 2X)..219) 

followed 21*w (1868, p.p. 351.400) and kiudleston (l)Ø9, pp. 

104.s144) in attributing the red colour of the Uld Red andstone 

sediments to disseminated iron oxide. Hiw (p.354) stated that, 

In neny cases of intense colouring, it was the degree of 

dissemination and mode of occurrence, rather than the amount 

of iron which produced the various colour effects. 4udeet.n 

(p.108), in agreement, stated "that the principal colouring matter 

in nearly all rocks is duo to disseminated iron oxide, and it 

sometimes happens that the most highly coloured rocks are the most 

deficient in workable ironstone". Goodohild (1901, op.oit.), 

however attributed variation in aggregate colour to variation in 

the thickness of the film of iron investing the sand grains, 

Mime (1836, op.cit.) believed that the iron was derived 

from the underlying greyweokes which be noted to be frequently / 



veined with b&.attte • Joodchild (1901 op.oit.) believed 

the iron to be derived from overlying red strata (a Nov lied 

andetone cover which has since been completely removed) 

by downwards transport as the soluble iron bicarbonate* Past 

of the iron he suggested to be turgiteo 

tnstsnoes of variegated strata, described by &lne (1844, 

p. 438), included " sottlingH, some of the mottles possessing 

a "metallic iron nucleus". The decolourieed natarial within 

the mottle showed a relative increase in the p.rocntage of 

alumina and a decrease in the percentage of total iron relative 

to the composition of the rod 1lost rook • )'.tlue suggested 

inward diffusion or the iron from the margin of the mottle to 

the nucleus though his antyst preferred a process of iron 

reduction by a nuclear organic inclusion. Bleached bends 

and sones within red strata were similarly attributed by 

Goodohild (18960  op.cit.) to the reductive capacity of organic 

material disseminated throughout such patches of rock, 
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() IM UWAItigal Ut&06  

veryvhere in south.eaet .00t1and, the Upper uld Red Andetone 

rests urcnformab1y on Ordovician and a3ilurian strata except (a) 

in the :.t, Abbe zyesouth area where Upper Old ed rndtone is 

unconfernble upon Lower ]4 Red 3andaton., dated by the occurrence 

f tegct an41a  (Geikie, 1863, p. 7) and (b) in the area 

south of o1detr.aa, where Upper Old Red 3andstone oversteps Lower 

.)ld r1ed iandetone lavas of the aieviot area* 

tthin the area studied, the Upper 034 lied andstone succession 

occupies two major areas, the north-south trending Dunbaz1loinford 

trough, and the north east -south west trending strip bstwen the 

Dunbar--Gifford and the Ls,s.reuir faults. Included with the former 

area, south of the Laeaerauir fault are two detached areas, south of 

Gifford and south of 9*1*. In reality the Upper old Rod andetone 

beds infill, and spill over onto the flanks of a series of underlying 

toogrq ;io depressions of north-south trend. Theae depressions 

elope northwards and flank the northern elopes of the Southern Upland 

barrier. The eastern margin of the 3outhern Uplands is flanked  by 

the residual sediments contained within the L)unba-11enford trough. 

These latter sediments were once continuous across the present 3 ilurian 

outcrop area south of Ooekburnapath • This is indicated by (a) the 

n*xi*a present topography of 1345 feet within the Upper Old Bad 

Sandstone conglomerates of the trough, and (b) the presence of / 
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several outliers of c.ngl.merate, breocia and coarse 

sandstones, south of Csckburnspath. (Figure 2.) 

The Upper Old Red Sandstone succession is rather variable 

but shows, in general, an upward decrease in the median grain 

size of the sediments. Everywhere the succession is based 

on * coarse congloMerate or breccia rich in greywacke pebbles, 

the conglomerates thinning westwards and being locally 

overlapped by higher finer-grained sediments. The nature 

of the underlying pre-Upper Old Red Sandstone topography 

reflects erosional sculpture rather than tectonic deformation, 

The strike of the depositional troughs is always oblique to 

the typical east—north—easterly strike of the Lower 

Palaeozoic strata. Overlap of higher beds onto lower Upper 

Old Red Sandstone beds and. eventually onto Ordovician basement 

can be demonstrated along the Lariinermuir fault line and in 

the outcrop areas south of Gifford and P la. 



?IGURE 3 

Gravity profiles across the Lssrsuir line at Spott and 

at Gsrvald. 

The assumed regional gradient slopes at 2 agais per mile to 

the south. 
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Two geophysical traverses, using a Frost gravimeter, were 

carried out across the Lammermuir fault (hereafter referred to 

as the Lameei'muir hue) • The traverses were located at Spott 

at the nortb"eaet end of the fault line, and at Qez'vald 6 miles 

to the soutb'uiiest, (Figure 3.) • Neither of the two traverses 

indicate in any way a significant northerly fault downthrow. 

The pott profile suggests an irregular basement to the coarse 

conglomerates to the south without any significant regional slops 

parallel to their strike, (though this conclusion is dependent on 

the reality of the postulated regional gz'aient) • North of the 

Lasmermuir line the same profile indicates alight thickening of 

toe sediments in a north'.weaterly direction. Me Garva].d profile 

similarly indicates no more than thickening of the Upper Old Red 

Sandstone sediments in the same direction away from the Lasmermuir 

line • It may be that the Lammermuir line represents a degraded 

fault scarp of pre-Upper Old 1.d andntone age, ascar-  1c'i ha 

been broken through by the transvers, valleys a1c1±n nortrds 

and presently infihled by the sediments under study. Alternatively 

the Lsarmuir line may only reflect the marginal northern elopes 

of a partially buried 	thern Uplands (refer to Ciapter 3). 
(ii) m Aaal 	erat.i 

These conglomerates were differentiated by 3is.i1ey (1910, p.  28) 

into a thin basal group and a etratigraphically higher and thicker 

group referred to as the (treat Gonglomeratesp a group of sandstones 

/ 
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separating the two divisions. Tbe present mapping disproves such 

a subdivisions  the conglomerates alwae being basal in stratigraphic 

position. 

G.oraMoal Distributiom 

The conglomerates tore a considerable extent of the area 

mapped. Their greatest area of outcrop is found within the t)unbai" 

llenford trough, extending continuously southwards from the 

Lexeermuir line to the southern limit of the area, 2 silos west.' 

sautbuveet of ldI'stoaks. To the east of this principal, strip, 

the conglomerates are represented by the Sicear ioint breocias on 

the coast 2 "ties east of Cockburnepath. To the west, the Basal 

Conglomerates are seen on the northern shore of Fresmennan Lake, 

in the Thortar Dump  three quarters of a mu, south-east of (ar*ld, 

and in the Papana ater, one and a bait silos south of Garvald. 

The conglomerates are also seen to fore a basal division to the 

successions within the two detached areas south of Gifford and south 

of Fala • In the former areas  the conglomerates fore a strip 

everywhere separating finer Upper 014 Aed ';.-Iandstone beds from 

underlying Ordovician strata. In the latter area, south of Fda, 

the0,0gloverates are exposed within the outcrop area, forming an 

unconformable rim to an inlier of Ordovician rooks and also as an 

outlier exposed further south in the headwaters of the Dean Ater 

near Munterahall. 

The jjMl Unconforsit 

/ 
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Uncoxfordty at the baae of the Upper Old Rod 

3andstone at D4n$kjne, 
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-' 	 UDoonforaity at the bees of the Upper Old lied 

I Sandstone in the Dean &irIl. 
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(b) The AMI Uncoxi(oraj 

The unconformity between the banal ong1oaeratea and the  

underlying Ordovician and 4lurian rooks Is exposed at the 

following localities. 

iccsz )Qi 	£iere)at kutton'i classic locality, 

br.00ias, striking east.'west and dipping at 25 degrees to the north, 

rest on vertical Silurian strata. 

Lothian Ldg& 	Here,, one half mile aouth.wueouthu 

east of Hall,, in the Ox Gleugh, breocia, striking north-.eat aM 

south-east,, and dipping to the north-east at 10 degrees, rest 

unconfornebly upon Silurian greywa ekes. 

anaWater 	On, and one halt miles south of 

Gerva].d, congloaerates striking north-south, and dipping at 8 

degrees to the west, rest unoonforzbly on eubvertical interbedded 

ailtatoneu and hasmitite -stained siliceous greywacke.grit, of 

Ordoviatan age. 

an&dne 3M In the Danikins )urn, east of 

Danikine, eub.tiortzontsl conglomerates rest uncontorzsbly on 

Ordovician mudetonee and greywsakes. 	(1 late 1.) 

ean 290 	Line mile south'-east of Pale, 

conglomerates striking eaat.4met, and dipping gently to the 

north, rest tuiconfoz'bjy upon sub'verttaal Ordovician greyckes 

and shale,. 	(nate 2.) 
/ 
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SectioJ, 	This section shove the profile of the base 

of the Upper Old itid sandstone within the three major troughs. 
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(6) Hilihouse Burn. Conglomerates located here, two 

miles north of Car'trae, strike north-south and dip eastwards 

at 10 degrees. They are unconformable upon Ordovician greywackee. 

The topographic height of the unconformity at these points is: 

 0 feet 

 700 feet 

 600 feet 

 600 feet 

 800 feet 

 1200 feet 

The present-day maximum difference between the lowest and 

highest topographic level at which the base of the conglomerates 

hRs been recorded is, thus, 1200 feet. Section A (Figure 4) is 

a strike section trending north north west-south south east along 

the western margin of the DunbarEl1emtord trough. The variation 

in level (approximately 700 feet) of the base Of the 

conglomerates can be beat explainM by assuming successive 

overlap within the thick conglomerate sequence occupying the 

trough. Section B is a north east south west section through 

the Upper Old Red Sandstone occurring to the south of the 

Larrorm.iir line. The general rise in level or the base of the 

Conglomerates in a south-westerly direction between the Gifford 

trough and the Pals trough is perhaps suggestive of some thinning 

by overlap in this direction. However, in the Dunbar-Ellemford 

trough, raich, if not all, of the present topographic di ference 

may be due to later tectonic movements as indicated by a 
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consistent mean easterly dip of 10 degrees within the Upper 

old ed Sandstone sediments contained by the latter trough. 

(c) Conglomerate Qtratigrgmhy, 

The Basal Conglomerate sequence is thickest within the 

T)unbar-Ellemford trough, whose axis trends north-south from 

somewhere east of Innerwick. 

The succession within the trough, south of the Larrxnernniir 

line, eqn be differentiated as follows : 

5. Coarse gz'eywacke.00nglomerato. 	 200 feet 

4. Interbedded breocias, tine conglomerates and 

coarse sandstones of the Thurston 

Maine Sheet. 	 600 feet 

3. The main development of coarse greywacke- 

conglomerate, including thin mappable sheets 

of interbedded sandstones an-' tine conglomerates. 

1000 feet 

2. The Halls Bore Sandstone 	 50 + feet 

1. Coarse greywacke-cong omerate unc nformable 

on Ordovician and Silurian strata. 	 200 + feet 

The above succession is only exposed in the western half 

of the trough, the eastern half of the trough being protected 

behind, Le, to the east of, the Innerwick - Oldhamat.cks 

thrust. The conglomerates of the exposed part of the trough 

Would appear 
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to be deposited by a process of lateral infill predominantly 

from the met. 

The total residual thickness of 2000 t.*t for the iial 

Conglomerates infilling the trough, represents a maximum vhioh 

decreases rapidly to the vest • In the Dorter Burns  4  miles 

to the eoutb'iimst, only 5 feet of conglomerate is expossdo 

kioveyer the base is not seen here, and the conglomerates are 

quickly overlapped by younger bedso une mile further south'. 

vest, in the Papaw *tar, 51 feet of conglomerate is exposed. 

(Plate 3) A similar thickness is exposed in the Dauskine aid 

Newlande Burns a further 2 miles to the south.eest. In the 

Dean Dump 1 mile south-east of Fala, a maximum of 30'.40 feet 

is exposed and this is quickly' overlapped by younger and finer 

beds, 

The thinning is accomplished partially by overlap and 

partially by aotul stratigraphic thinning in a westerly direction. 

(4) FAIMMIAX of  WO  Gon21qx!ate 

The conglomerates invariably belong to the orthocongloasrate 

group. They are petrosiot in character but are not polymictic 

since the source did not include a large variety of rock type. 

(Pettijohn 19570  p.p. 256...259) • In terms of the composition 

of the contained fragments, they are greywacke"congloasratss, 

though infrequently the fragments include pebbles of igneous 

origin representing detritus from minor intrusions cutting the 

basement greymak.s. 
/ 
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The conglomerates always possess a pebble: matrix ratio 

equal to or greater than 1.00. The conglomerate succession 

includes l.iasoid sheets of variable siltstonesp eandatone fine 

conglomerates and breeeiaa (the latter defined by the angular 

nature of the contained fragments) • These sheets, though 

frequent, are usually thin and unmappable. )lost of them 

vary in lateral extent between 18 inches and $ feet and at 

their maximum vary in thickness between 2 inches and 17 inches. 

LtthologioeUy the lenses nay include fine red siltatones, 

many of which contain floating pebbles and granules of 

greyvacke (entwrth 1922, p.p. 377.392), red and brown medium 

to fine-grained micaceous flagstones (defined by a high bedding-

plane frequency) and coarse,  pebbly eandstcnies • 19as lensea nay 

grade up and down into more typical conglomerate or nay represent 

the fine top to a graded conglomerate unit. Frequently such 

a fine top is scoured, to a max.tsus depth of 10 inches and 

trifilled with coarser sedirnent. 

Five of the sheets or lenses are however significantly 

thicker and their outcrops are mappable • Properly included 

with these five sheets of finer sediment is the lialls Bore 

Sandstone, recorded in Bore 3343, No. 2 Bore.9  Dunbar (Haldane 

et • si. 1943, p. 24) • This sandstones, described as a bard red 

sandstone with a recorded residual thickness of 41 test 6 inches, 

/ 
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is not exposed vittil.n the area, the containing succession 

being truncated on the up-dip side to the vest by the north 

north west south south east trending Alialls faults however 

this sandstone occupies a position lower in the succession than 

the loveat of the mappable sheets. 

All five of the latter thin out in the strike direction, 

i.e. northwards and southwards, excepting the highest and 

thickest sheet (the Thurston Lai Sheet) which is truncated 

aL its northern end by the Innerwick throat and to. Thorutonloch 

fault, 

Jee% I. 	This is exposed in the ld 4umrry on the 

roadside, one half ails east of Little Spott, where friable, 

heavily jointed#  coarse dark red pebbly sandstones are interbedded 

with very fine conglomerates, riot in granules and pebbles of 

greymckeu.siltstone, ro the west, the strike of these coarse 

sediments swings round into an east north east west south most 

direction and they  give place to a much finer red sequence including 

interbodded fine grained laminated micaceous flagstone., thin 

siltatonos, audatones and massive madlia-grained pepperysandetones 

with clay galls. The flagstones are frequently rippled, and 

sometimes aottled,and the massive sandstones may be cross-bedded. 

These finer sediments are well exposed in a loop of the ptt 

Iirn, 300 yards south of Little Spett, The thickness of thi 

sheet is 200 feet at its awtima, 
/ 
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he$ 2. 	In the Woodhail Burns  one quarter of a mile 

north-north-west of Oodhal1 and one half mile south of the 

Brunt, occurs a sequence of grey 	conglomerates bedded in 

graded unite of 16 inch thickness with coarse sandstone tops. 

These congloasratee baYs a maximum cobble size of 127 use 

though the mo4a1 size fells within Wentvorth'a pebble rang.. 

( entvortn, op • cit.) • The conglomerates are interbedded 

with thinner f1aggy red sandstones graded from a coam base 

up into a more tissue eiltstone top. Towards the top and 

bottom of the sheet, the conglomerates torn thicker 5 feet 

beds iah are similarly graded upirnrdn into coarse pebbly 

sandstones and, less frequently, into pebble-free fine-grained 

sandstones. This group of beds is very similar Utho1ogi*lly 

to the -'pott 3reccta sequence, north of to. Lammermuir line. 
(; 	25 ) 

3, 	This is a thin sheet, li feet in maximum 

thickness, exposed at the intersection of rn'n dope and 

laddering Cleugb streams, two thirds of a mile soutbwest of 

4e9tor Atkeagall and in lithologicafly exactly similar to sheet 

4 exposed in the sane strum section, .) test higher in the 

3U005810fl. 

@M1 A, 	This is composed of fine conglomerates with 

frequent ribs and lenses of green and red flaggy aicaneous 

sandstones. The maximun thickness of this sheet i. 20 feet. 



This last sheet, approximately 6o feet thick, 

and occurring near the top of the conglomerate succession, is 

beat exposed in the rhurston Mains Burn, south of Innerwiek and 

one quarter site west of araidvood. 

The succession includes interbedded conglomerates, sandstones 

and siltsthnee. The conglomerate* are bedded in parallel unit., 

(defined between two adjacent bedding planes) whose thickness 

varies between 2 feet and 6 teat, the thicker units being c4oner 

near the base of the sheet. The eaxisus boulder size (always 

recording the sazisws dimension) varies with toe thickness of 

the bedding unit. In the 6 feet units this can be as nigh as 

355 me in the 2 feet units the isxtsus may be as low as 25 mm. 

The thinner oonglonierate unite are often graded into a pebbly 

sandstone toç,ui to 1.4 inches thick,which may pass into a thin 

ailttone, usually less than 2 inches thick. The grading is 

ideal or m1tiple in type. (ee iaptsr 6.) lnterbsdded between 

the graded conglomerate unite are thicker sandstone and silttena 

deeiopent*, these possessing considerable lateral praietence. 

The sandstones are ecaras-grained and peppery red to black in 

colour, frequently rich in small pebbles and granules of 

groywacke, and green and brown clay galls. At their maximum 

the individual sandstone beds reach 6 feet in thickness. !ultiple 

grading is common, with erosion planes between the graded unite. 

roes - bedding is rare, and where it occurs, a water movement from 

south to north is indicated, i.e* a trend which parallels the / 
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strike of toe beds and toe elongation of the trougn* i'he 

interbedded el ltstones are dark red in colour, usually flaggy, 

being bedded in individual 4 to 6 inch units and attaining a 

maximum thickness of 2 to 3 feet. 

All the sheets strike nortb'.eouti and dip eastwards at 

angles varying between 6 degree. and 15 degrees, though the 

easterly dip of the Thurston I,Ains sheet decreases towards the 

axis of the .)unbaz'llemford trough. 

Between the shoots #  and above and below them, occur the 

main developments of coarse conglomerate, the latter accounting 

for approximately 12iu feet of succession from the calculated 

total of 2) feet* 

un or close to the basal unconformity, the conglomerates are 

often more properly coarse breads., the contained fragments 

being very angular in nature • At 3iocar oint, the basal breads 

varies between 8 and 1.2 t..t in thickness • Laterally and locally 

this thickness is overlapped to extinction by overlying laminated 

andatones, and siltetones. The maximum cobble else within the 

breeds. is 153 ma., the breccias being rather finer tan the 

bulk of to6 conglomerate to the west. They compare closely 

however with the basal breocias of the Ox Clough, one naif mile 

south-south-east of dells on the western margin of the Dunbs.z'.. 

4llemford trough, where the fragments are again very angular and 

have a maximum cobble .1*. of 153 me* tip the succession away 
/ 
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from the base,, the cobbles and boulders become much more rounded. 

This upwards increase in roundness reflects the fact that, in 

vertical sampling from the base upwards through an overlaping 

series of beds, the olastu of the higher beds must have been 

transported further (Arumbein 194v, p.p. 666..669) • The 

fragments within  the conglomerates exposed above the unconformity 

in the lapans Water, in the Dnakin. 3urn1  in the Dean Bum and 

in the Hilluouse ix'n are much less angular and possess a greater 

range in cobble and boulder sizes • The aaimum bovlder size 

in the Dean Bum is 503 mmo though the bulk of the fragments 

tall within entworth's cobble grades Thin coarse sandstone 

lenses are quite frequent even within the basal 10 feet of 

conglomerate and may attain thine sees up to 14 manes. 

Tas greatest thickness of coarse greywa3ke -conglomerate 

occurs beneath te Thurston xaina sheet and totals over lvuu feet. 

This is a calculated thickness dependent on regional dip, width 

of outcrop and variation in underlying topography, and its 

accuracy therefore is largely dependent on the shape of the 

bedded units and the nature of the conglomerate bedding* fhe 

last feature belongs to three distinct types, theae being listed 

in order of decreasing frequency of occurrence. 

1* 	larallel bedd1g 	The top and the bottom of the 

bedded unite are parallel or sub-parallel aver the lirits of 

the outcrop. 
/ 
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Three types of oonglosexst. bedding. 

]. Parallel ammage 

1dgs Bedding. 

(ianne1 Bedding. 
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dovetail into each other. It may be that many of the wedges 

represent the lateral extremes of large channels whose erosion 

has been followed very quickly by coarse turbulent deposition. 

Fine lenses are rare within wedge bedded unite. 

Uhannel bidding is recognised by the curved transgressive 

nature of the base of the unit. The conglomerates infilling 

the channel may themselves show parallel bedding • Onannel 

bedding is best exposed within the conglomerates of £iighvood 

Burn, one half mile south-west of lmsoleugb. 

rl1 

The conglomerates are groyv.oke..00nglomerates as defined 

by the composition of the contained fragments • The greycke 

pebbles)t:pically pale red or green in colour, vary in grain size 

from coarse greywake.grits, to fine greybsackea&ltstonee. The 

pebbles are frequently out by quarts or hasmatite veins • The 

quartz veins never out the matrix of the conglomerate. The 

grey*cke pebbles comprise 98 percent of the rgnts contained 

by the conglomerate at moat localities, 

Other litbelegical types represented among the fragments 

are: 

milky vein quartz and quartz gtites, forming 

smeller angular fragments. 

eilts'tone and coarse red sandstone fragments of 

Upper Old Red Jandstono type • 
/ 
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2. 	Ado be4din 	The top of the bedded unit meets 

the bottom of the unit at an acute angle and both surfaces are 

planer. 

3' 	(mne1. bedding  The tar of the bedded unit meets 

the bottom of the unit at an acute angle and the bottom of the 

unit is concave upwards in shape. 	(Figur. 5.) 

The bedding unite in parallel bedding are masive and may 

be graded. In the most massive examples (frequency of bedding 

planeø is very low) where the boulder size to bigb,tLte thickness 

of the bedded unit may exceed 20 feet • 	here the conglomerates 

are rlstIvaly tine, the minimum thickness of the bedded unit 

low as 9 Inches, (e.go in the !ewlande Burn,one half 

mile 	th-south-weet of Usnekine) • 	be thickness at the 

average bed.d unit however varies between 2 feet and 6 feet. 

Graded bedding may be complete enough to show continuation of 

the unit upwards into a coarse sandstone top which may reach  

a thickness of 6 inches,-here the units are without internal 

structure, the depositional surface may be recognised as being 

parallel to the mezisum projection planes of the flatter pebbles 

and boulders • £hie relationenip is easily checked where the 

conglomerates include sandstone lens..* 

adge bedding I. less frequent in occurrence, Nevertheless 

its presence indicates that the calculated thickness for the 

conglomerate succession may be excessive • The wedge bedding 

occurs within the coarser conglomerate, and the units frequently 
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small granules and pebbles of green and black  

chez't. 

igneous fragments (acid porphyrites) riighly altered 

to chlorite, carbonate and hasmatite. 

infrequent rolled pebbles of conglomerate matrix. 

The above types, excluding the zey*ckes, never account 

for more than 5 percent of the total pebble content. 

The range in fragment size is very variable, (Flats 4), 

though the variation is not ystsmatic • Llmys measuring the 

maximum dimension of toe fragments, the largest is 584 meo in 

length, this value being recorded, however, from a locally 

derived flagstone of Upper old Red Sandstone age. The largest 

fragment, at any one locality, say however only be 76 meo in 

length. The local range in the sizes of the largest fragments, 

within an area of 150 square feet, is 127 to 305 me. The 

range of the modal fragment also is 25 me. to 76 me. and reflects 

the high incidence of pebble and cobble size fragments within 

the conglomerates. 

The matrix of the conglomerates is red to brown in colour, 

very rich in iron (chapter 70, Figure 38.) and contains frequent 

small disc and rod-shaped fragments, ranging between 3 and 13 use 

in size. 

The pebbles matrix volumetric ratio is equal to, or more 

often, greater than 1.00. This factor is one of two controlling 

toe fragment orientation, the second factor being to. fragment / 
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shape • The bulk of the fragments are rounded though the 

sphericttiea are low. The largest fragments are red.shap.d 

or cylindrical or have a high sphericity* The rod'sb*pId 

fragments ahoy their long axes to lie in the plane of the 

bedding. ')isosa'ehaped fragments, more common among the smaller 

sizes, are similarly orientated with their planes of maximum 

projection parallel to the bedding. 

The low percentage of matrix means that much of the 

fragment orientation in controlled by the nature and roughness 

of the surface on which the fragments came to rest. 

The shapes of the separate fragments are controlled by 

the lithologies of the source rooks. Ioarse homogeneous 

greric.. ekes tend to form the higher sphericity fregemets and 

the rod s' ed fragments • The finer, more thinly bedded 

greywaokes form fragments with disc and blade shapes. 

(iii) 	Die Sott  k20216  &ecuencs 

North of the Leameresuir line and east of the Halls 

fault occurs a thick sequence of beds very similar in lithology 

to the finer sheets within the Jsal Congloaeratee to the south 

of the i*erauir line. This group of beds constitutes the 

Spott Breacia, sequence (itley, 1910 p. 164) 0  striking 

approximately north north east south south vast, and dipping 

to the east - south - east at values varying between 4 degrees and 

29 degrees, the modal value being approf(te17 10 degrees. 

Not only are these beds litbologioafly similar to the finer / 
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sheets within the conglomerates to the south, but the £3pott 

geophysical traverse (Figure 3) indicates that there is no 

great stratigraphie displacement involved between the two 

trmations along the Lasmeranir line, 

The sequence is completely fault bounded, to the north 

by the Dunbar -Gifford fault, to the east by the Innarwick 

thrusts  to the south by the Laserai.r line and to the west by 

the halls fault. 

The beds say be grouped stratigraphically into four 

divisions, these being listed below with appended approximate 

thicknesses. 

40 	Fcciae and interbedded flagetones • 	400 test 

$iltstones and audatones. 	 50 feet 

2 	oarss and often pebbly sandstones 

interbedded with finer flagstone.. 	3010 feet 

3. • 	3ross-bedded medium and coree - grain.4 

sandstone. 	 900 feet 

The highest and coarsest division is beet exposed on the 

northern side of pott fl•n one and one half miles south of 

Dunbar (}3, 	.) i4hers the succession includes a regular 

repetition of fine red conglomerates and broocias, interbedded 

with fine-grained red flagstones. The brecaine are evenly 

bedded in units varying in individual thickness between 7 inobsa 

and 36 4nshes, and include fragment., seas rounded, some angular, / 
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of greywacks and infrequently of porphyritic Igneous Tflt' 	1, 

set in * red si].tatone matrix. The maximum size of fragment 

is 3.14 ma, and the modal fragment sic. is 33 me. The tine 

conglomerate unite are occasionally graded towards a finer top. 

The conglomerates are poorly sorted and possess bimodal distributions 

(figure 30) • Included within the conglomerate unite are frequent 

thin red medium-grained sandstone ribs containing floating 

granulem of fin. grevwackm • Th..* ribs rarely exceed 2 inches 

in thickness, are laterally imperstatent, and grade up and down 

into the conglomerate. 

Occurring between the conglomerate units are fine to medium-

grained miomoecus red flagstone.. These are more persistent 

laterally, and at their maximum are 36 inches thick near the 

base . 	division. Upwards in the succession they become 

proportionally less important • The tlaggy bedding varies 

between one quarter and two inches in thickness. 

The rhythm 

Fad conglomerate with sandstone ribs. 

Fisgatones were tissue at top and bottom. 

(a) Red ongloserat.. 	 ) 
S 

Flagstones. 	
lUnit 

 

(a) 	Red Conglomerateo 

is well developed, and since in general the contact at the base 

of (b) is sharp, it is likely that the rhythm is controlled / 
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by seasonal influence upon the runoff from the source areae 

Beneath the mbave division and well exposed in the Jpott 

!Iurn, one thtd of * ail, south of Wester Rroomhouso, occurs 

a thin series of thinly bedded red siltatones with infrequent 

interbeds of flagjr sandstone • This series overuse 3(X1 feet 

of coarser beds, which are nevertheless finer than the beds 

at the highest division. They comprise,  an interbedded sequence 

of coarse pebbly sandstones and medium to fine-grained rer 

sandstones, which, may be thinly bedded or massive. 

The coarse pebbly sandstone units, varying between 8 

and 36 inches in thickness, ore rich in angular greyvicke 

fragments, corresponding in size to entworth 'e granule and 

pebble classes, and are very poorly sorted. They are red 

or ;rple in colour and are frequently graded. The grading 

is ideal or multiple in type (see bapter 6), the units grading 

upwards into fins to medium-grained sandstone tops up to 5 

.'hes thick. The coarse bases to the graded units are laterally 

tapersistent and may give place to finer sandstone. 

The massive sandstone interbeds occur most frequently 

towards the top of the division and vary in thickness between 

3 and 12 inches • The thinly bedded or flaggy sandstones vary 

in thickness between 9 inches and 74 inches, attaining their 

greatest thickness towards the base of the division. The, 



bedding plane specing varies between *ne half inch ar 	e 

inch,*  This division, like the highest division within the 

Spott sequence, snows a similar type of rhythmic deposition, 

the typical rhythm unit being as follows: 

(si) Flagstone 

(b) Grad*d coarse pebbly sandstone 

Flagstone 	 2 
Graded coarse pebbly sandstone 	1 Unit 

(a) 'lagetons 

A fluctuating cospetncy for the source run-off, combined 

with a settlement grading of the coarser beds, is indicated by 

the rhythm. 

This 	division, and the thickest, is the most poorly 

exposed, being seen only in various quarries • The most important 

of thee. are: 

Jroomk&ouee usrr, one quarter ails north-west of ester 

BrooLouae. 

d 4arrv, one half mile wsetuusouthuuimst of Fleasants. 

034 i1s.rri, two thirds of a mile, north-northut of 

The succession is composed of a red sequence of fine flaggy 

sandstones, and fine to coarse-grained massive cross -bedded 

sandstones • The latter are peppery1' in aspect (Chapter 7) 

and the individual beds may attain a thickness of 20 feet, 
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e.go at the southern end of the iooause uarry* 

noraally very, however, between 6 inches and 6 feet • The 

sandstones are micaceous and way be irregularly isainsted. 

Most are crosa.mbeddsd and rich in red and green clay gall.. 

The tine thinly-bedded sandstones are very micaceous and 

may give place laterally to siltitones and red atieles. 
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VIGURE 7 

3*ation aex'oea the Ste] 3ndatouo outorop area 

shoving the suggested relations enong the Stenton and 

1-rssa.nnan Beds, the Biel Sandstones and the Spott 'eactu. 
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A. 	Photamicrograph of .atlon through a ha.ttte 

	

nodule (Spadasn 46-97.) 	 ( I 42) 

Be 	Haosatits oeent. 

	

(Sp.otasn 12'.4.) 	 ( I 75) 
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These beds occur to the west of the Halle fault and are 

enclosed, north and south, betWeen the Dunbar-Gifford and Stanton 

faults respectively. The Biel Sandstones appear to be, at least 

In part, lower in stratigraphic level than the Spett sequence, 

located on the eastern and downthrown We of the Halls fault. 

A similar correlation in time cannot be valid since the Biel 

Sandstones appear at a higher etratiprephic level than the 

beds iniietitely to the south of the Stanton fault (the Stanton 

and Preemennan I3eda, p.34). The latter always overly Basal 

Conglomerate (Figures 6 an 7). Figure 7 illustrates the 

relationship between the Mel Sandstones and the Sp.tt Broods. 

The topographic high in the Southern Upland basement underlying 

the Biel Sandstones may be entirely due to anticlinal folding 

along an axial line trending north north east south south west 

from just east of Stanton. 

The sandstones are exposed in two quarry sections. 
14 

Old Quarry one bait mile west of Pitcox. 

Quarries, two thirds of a mile north-east of Stanton, 

The succession includes brown, red, purple and grey sandstones, 

up to 8 feet thick, and varying in grain-size between fine and 

coarse. The finer sandstones form thinner, evenly bedded 

micaceous unite. 
/ 
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These srø often finely 1*inatød and tend to thin out ].ittraX1y. 

The a.diva and coaras*gz'einad sandstones are thicker, loss regularly 

bedded, and frequently show cross-bedding and convolute-bedding 

(chapter 6). The basis of the sandstones may infill scorn structures 

and are rich in clay galls. 



These overly the Basal Conglomerates and occur to the 

south-west of the  3tenton fault • They are bounded to the 

eoutke&et by the t*ereuir line. To the west1  the beds 

disappear under yovoger sediments, (The Vtiittinghaae Silt.tonse 

and the Gervald Andaton.s, pages 4243). A lithologicail: 

similar but thinner group of beds similarly overlios the 

Basal Conglomerates in the Upper 1.d 1d Sandstone outcrop 

areas, south of Gifford and south of Lain, viz • the Gifford 

and Fala troughs. 

The ;t,nton fault downthrowa to the north, and the Biel 

Sandtonee to the nortteaet appear, therefore, to be, at least 

in pert, at a higher atrat grahic level than tbe beds immediately 

on the south side of the 3tenton fault. The latter are low in 

Li tenton and PressenrAw succession and the two stratigraphie 

divisions may be fseiee equivalents on the basis of stratigrapiic 

position (Figures 6 and 7). 

The Stenton and ?resasnnan beds are best exposed firstly 

in the Fain trough) - in the Dean Lkwn and in the Dean Water; 

secondly in the Gifford trough, in the Newlando iurn, and in 

the Hopes ter; and thirdly north-west of the Laasvrair line, 

in the Sauohet dater and in the Thorter £urn, 
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110 The succession is conformable upon the Basal Conglcex'stes, 

nevertheless overlapping the latter consistently along the 

Lasmermuir line between the 1resmennsn Lake to the north-east 

and the Thorter Eurn to the soutbsweat • In the ?a].a trough, 

the E3seal Conglomerates are similarly overlapped around the 

residual southern martn of the trough. 

In the area north-went of the Lammsrsuir line the beda Aave 

a calculated maximum thickness of (XX) flits Apart from southerly 

thinning, due to overlap by higher beds on to the Southern Uplands, 

the beds thin slightly south-westwards until, in the Gifford and 

Pals troughs, the maximm calculated thickness is about 5(X) feet. 

As ''i in the Dean l3urn, one and one quarter miles south- 

south-east of ?e].a, the sequence includes well-bedded conglomerates, 

coarse pebbly sandstones and mudstonee • The conglomerates, occurring 

as channel infille within the pebbly sandstones, are rich in fragments 

of greywacke, quarts and cert. They also contain a large number 

of brown clay galls. The fragments (cobble.) have a maximum 

dimension of 76 ma., this vaine decreasing up the succession. 

The mudstonee, otocolate brown in colour, are present as thin 

iinpereistent interbeds at the bass of the sequence. They become 

more massive upwards, the separate units reaching a thickness at 

12 feet. 
/ 



Towards the east, the sequence retains its identity, but 

the conglomerates become snob finer. The togbie Burn and the 

Dean itter OXpOSO lithologically similar red to grey conglomerates, 

the fragments in which, never exceed 38 mmo in maximum dimension. 

Interbedded 4tci these finer conglomerates, and forming the 

bulk of the sequence, are coarse and dediwoograined massive 

laminated and oroue.-bedded sandstones and less frequent silts tones 

and sudatones • The coarser eandatones are pebbly and rich in 

clay galls, and they are bedded in unsaid units which thin 

laterally to extinction. These units may be graded into a 

more micaceous, horisontally or arou'laminated fine sandstone 

toT. • The medium sandstone are thinly-bedded, micaceane and 

often li4nated. The etltetones and mudetones form interbeds 

wiiob may locally attain a thickness of 16 t..t, though the 

individual bedding unite vary between 4  inches and 3 inches. 

Most of the sandstones are distinctly peppery due to small 

(<1 mm.) randomly dispersed concentrations of iron ox's, usually 

baematite • The basnatita is frequently associated with secondary 

dolomite (see Chapter ) and has several modes of occurrence. 

In small discrete patches giving rise to the peppery 

aspect of most of the sandstones. 

In streaks or bands up to 4 mm. maximum thickness, 

parallel to the bedding cross-bedding, or primary 

lamination. These bands, which are irregular and 

laterally inpereistent are very hard and tore a / 



secondary lsntwition, (described in ihapter 6.). 

In thin veins cutting across the bedding. 

In hard dark red nodules in which the hasastite has 

concentrated, and replaced primary detrital asterial. 

(Plate 60, A.) 

In the coarser more permeable sandstones, the hasmatite 

with or without dolomite may torn the entire osm.nt of 

the rock. (Fiat. 6, 84 

North-eastwards into the Clifford trough, the bed* retain 

the seas thickness and lithological characters. The best 

exposure is found in the Nowlands Burn, south-east of Veldon Lea 

where the complete sequence is ideally displayed dipping west 

north.-vest at a mean value of 12 degrees • In this section, at 

the base, occurs a such finer 50 feet sequence of massive and 

cz'ose.4*dded, medium to fine-grained red sandstones ripple-drift 

bedded and flaggy stltstones and thin eh000l*t.'brown sudetones. 

The bottom surfaces of the sandstones show infrequent emaples 

of groove moulds (Craig and ilton, 19628, p. 102) • Above this 

unit, which suet thin out to the south west, since it is not 

exposed in the ncpes Ater, siltstones or finer sdinents form 

less than 10 percent of the succession. The fine conglomerates, 

included within the equivalent sequence of the Pala trough, are 

now absent, 59 percent of the succession being composed of coarse 

pebbly sandstones oharacterimed as usual by / 
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The presence of frequent rounded pebbles of both 

the silky and clear varieties of quarts and, to * 

xoi lesser extent, greywacke and ch.rt. These 

are concentrated 

(a) in pockets and lenses at the base of the 

coarser beds, infilling scours in the 

underlying bed. 

(b) 	in thin impersis tent lenses within the beds 

or 	(a) occur as pebbles randomly distributed throughout 

the bulk of the bed, each pebble floating in 

finer eatrix. 

The very frequent occurrence of clay galls .f primary 

Upper Old Ited Sandstone origin. The clay galls are 

concentrated 

with the coarser elastic fragments at the base 

Of the beds. 

aloeg the bedding planes, particularly in the 

fore set and bottomset planes of croae..bedded 

units. The clay galls are either brown/red 

or cress/green in colour and the maximum else 

recorded measured 102 me. x 37 me. x 26 mm. 

Occasionally the clay galls are so concentrated 

that the bed merits the nsae of deseication 

breads. / 
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3. The abundance of baetit."dooaite within the 

sediments . 

The remaining 31 percent of the succession includes medium 

to fine-grained dark red to white sandstones. These are horizontally 

linated or cross-.beddsd and the top of the beds axe  micact-Cpas 

and fleggy. The individual beds rarely exceed 18 inches in 

thickness. 

To the north-east on the northern side of the Lamsermuir line, 

the Stenton and Preaaennan Beds, bounded to the west by the 

hittiughame Siltatones and to the north by the Stanton fault, 

are disposed in a gentle em*,trioal antieltz*l arab, whose 

axis trends south*eouth.westvaPds from just ea-t of Stanton to 

the southø'westerly end of the iresnnen Lake • The dip of the 

limbo varies between 2 and 10 degrees. The beds on the easterly 

limb are largely nnsxpoesd, the outcrops of the Sauchet Water and 

the Thorter Burn sections exposing west-north-west diping strata. 

In this area, the base of the 3tenton and rssssnnan Beds, 

represented by 5Q feet of red siltetonse and shales,, rest conformably 

on 5 feet of Basal Conglomerate in the Thorter Burn, three quarters 

of a mile south-east of Garyald. The siltstones and sheles cuiokly 

overlap the conglomerate onto Ordovician gre3'weckes to the south. 

(Plates I and 8) • In the Sauchet Water to the norteast)  on the 

Lsrnuir line, basal Stanton and !r..msnnen Beds again rest 

unconforsably on sheared Ordovician greyimckes and black shales / 



and dip nart 	etwarcis at 30 degrees • Are, as before, the 

es.l Conglomerates are ocepistely overlapped by the yowWr 

beds. 

The calculated thickness for the group in this area suggests 

a maximum of 600 feet vay from the Lmiaernir line, Thus the 

Sods have thickened slightly in a north-easterly direction 

across the Larmutr line. 

The character of the beds has changed but slightly. 

Greyvacke pebbles and most of the greywacks granules have 

disappeared, though microscopic greyvacks fragments are 

ubiquitouse Consequently the pebbly beds, except those with 

quarts as the abundant pebble mineral, have disappeared and 

the latter tend to occur as coarse bases to graded units • In 

the auohet Water these form less than 10 percent of the total 

exposed sequence. Coarse sandstones are similarly less frequent, 

forming only 16 pereont of the exposed strata, the bulk of the 

succession being composed of variable di-grained red to tiit 

sandstones,, some of which are convolutely bedded (see chapter 6.) 

Clay galls remain abundant. Thinly bedded red micaceous stltstones 

and chaise form the last 16 percent of the succession in the 

aucbet Water and are concentrated in the basal part .f the succession 

at the same stratigraphic level as the fine group occurring above 

the !.sal ;o1oeratee in the Neulands Burn and in the Thorter 

un (pagts3739). 
/ 
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Gorrepondin .4W the trend toverds decreasing grain-else 

frou watt to ,st, there is a decrease in the proportion of 

secondary baes&titdo1osjte within the sediments* This 

y be a concoattant of the decrease in grain-size and therefore 

in permeability (Iettijohn, 1957k  p.p. 
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An saet'wat s.otion, 1oot.4 one third of * mile 

south of W&tttingbaa. Castle, coross the transitionel 

boundary bstwen the Qervald Ssndstones and the 

bittingbase Siltitonee. 
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(vi) 	ie bittinhan $il4tansa 

These beds, conformably overlying the 3tanton and Fresnennan 

Bads,, only ocour north-west of the Lasreuir line and are beet 

exposed in the Whittinghame Waters  northeast and south-west of 

:jttjns House, 

At their isixinum, they cannot exceed 200 feet in thickness, 

the dip varying between horisontal and 8 degrees to the west. 

Along the strike, in a southerly direction, the beds thin considerably 

and disappear three quarters of & etle north-east of aervalde 

To the west, the hittingha*e i]tatonse pass transitionally into 

the Garva]4 Sandstones, the former representing a further transported 

finer faciss of the coarser 0*ra]A Sandstortas to the vest (Figure 0). 

The beds are predominantly stltstones, thinly-bedded or 

sasaivo, 'with occasional fine-grained sandstones • The dltstones, 

red in colour with secondary patches of green, are very *icaeeouse 

here ttiulbedded1  they say be finely laninated* The thinly. 

bedued units 'vary up to 9 feet in thickness. 'ibe more massive 

siltetone beds1  which never exceed 2 feet in thickness, say be 

similarly laminated and occardonally show ripplo-drift beddinge 

The fine sandstones are peppery in aspect and commonly orou 

bedded. / 



PLATE 9 

Cancavo'inlinsd erosamatrtttficattou in Gsrvald 

Sandstones (G*rvald t*r'zy). 
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This group of beds, like the hitttnghaae Siltetonos, 

only outcrops north of the Laneermuir line, farming a slightly 

sinuous north,-mouth belt trending through Uerva1d 	The beds 

are beat exposed in the 4iittingbass Ater in the north, and in 

the Fapana Vatur in the south, (Flat. 9) • 	he beds strike 

between nor huaouth and north east south west, dipping to the 

west at values between 5 and 15 degrees, except in the vicinity 

of the Laseernuir line at 

1, 	1d cuaxr , three quarters of a nile south of Gaxvald. 

2 • 	14 and Now Blackbsnk Quarries, one intle east of Garvaldp 

where the sandstones strike parallel to the Leneernuir line and 

dip to the south-east at 3 to 9 degrees. 

The absence of the Gervald 3.ndstones, south of the Laermuir 

line, in the Gifford trough, way only be apparent in that they 

may be bidden as a result of southerly stratigraphic thinning and 

overlap by the succeeding beds. 

The Garvald beds, have a calculated waxinum thickness of 

approximately 500 feet. They thin southwards (Figure 3), and 

consist of interbedded motive and thinl.beddd muftum zid fine- 

C 	 The easterly 3unotlon with the 'hittingbsae 

Siltetones is, as already indicated, a transitional one, and 

in the outcrops in the 'Wbittingbeine Water near hittingbae Castle, 

/ 



the Carveld fAtndstones can be seen to pass into the hitti- 

beds by the appearance of an increase in the proportion at siltatones 

within the succession, and by the corresponding reduction in and 

eventual disappearance of medium sandstones, in an easterly 

direction. 

The massive sandstone beds vary in thickness between 

8 inches and 9 feet, the modal thickness occurring in the 

range 3 to 6 feet. They are medium-grained, red or brown to 

grey or white in colour, and peppery in aspect • They are 

usually micaceous, irregularly laminated or croeau'beddsd. The 

sandstones are only rarely graded in terms of grain aims; e.g*  

in the Qarvald .uarry, one half mile south-west of Garvald, a 

4 feet 6 mob peppery red sandstone, 7 feet below the top of 

the uaz'ry face, is crosebedded on a eonoave'4nc1ined pattern 

(Robson, 1956, p.p. 245.214.1) • Fine granules are concentrated 

1e immediately abov, the base of the concave units. 

29 as very thin basal layers to the graded laminae 

above each piau cC cross.'3.smiutiono 

Brown and green clay galls in the medium sandstones are 

They are concentrated at the base of the bedding units 

and in the planes of cross-stratification. 

Many of the finer sandstones are ripple-drift bedded. 

Other sedimentary structures recorded from the sandstones 

include soour  and fill" structures, contorted and brecciated / 
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1sitftae, and .xaaples of convolute bedding (Chapter 6.) 

Interbedded with the acre massive sandstones are micassous, 

thinly-bedded units which differ only in their bedding.'.plane 

frequsnq. Theee flagetones, a quarter inch to two and a 

half inches thick, fore units iMob vary in thickness between 

15 inches and 15 feet. The flagstones are often finely laminated 

and show undu].ese bedding. 

Both the flagstone and more massive sandstone unite occur 

as bread shallow lenses with concave lover surfaces • One such 

lens is well exposed on the bank of the Papana Water, one quarter 

mile south-south.east of Fap1e Bridge. Ihe lens measures 6u feet 

in breadth with a maximum axial thickness of 16 inches, and the 

axis trends eaatvseto 

aematite...dolomite ic rare in the Garvald Sandstones* 
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(viii) 	 tqtO 

These beds succeed the Garvald Sandstoness, forming * 

sinuous belt of sediment immediately to the wait of the aarvald 

Sandstone outcrop • They are best sxposd, north of the Lanaermuir 

line, in the Paj*i* hater whore the beds strike about north wait - 

south east and dip south,-westwards at 5 to 10 degrees. In this 

rea the Fapana 4ltetones have a minimum thickness of 250 feet, 

the upper boundary being indeterminates The junction between 

the Papans. 4ltstones and the underlying Garvald beds is transitional, 

sandstones becoming less frequent upards. 

South of the Lemmermuir lime, in the Gifford trough, a sequence 

of red siltatones and audetonea 500 feet thick and lithologically 

equivalent to the Fasna beds, succeeds the tenton and Fresmerx*an 

i3sds, 

In bulk the spans sediments include interbedded siltatones 

(44 percent), mudetones (42 percent), and sandstones (Ii. percent). 

The siltstonai may be massive, (the individual beds are less 

than 3 feet thick) or thinlbeddsd. In the latter case the 

siltitones form units up to 50 feet thick. The massive siltston.s 

are torizontally laminated or ripple-drift bedded* lita thinly.. 

bedded ailtatones nay be transversely rippled on their upper surfaces, 

bottom surface structures including tool iculda, e.g* brush moulds, 

bounce moulds (Graig and Walton, op. cit.). 

/ 
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The mutteton.., eb000]*te.'brown in colour, vary in thickness 

from this partings between the siltetones to ssive bloekyuu 

Jointed 10 feet units, such units frequently being separated 

by no sore than a thin rib of siltatone. 

The sandstones,, up to 4 feet in thickness )are fins to 

esdivau'grained and very sjcaoeous, They way be horizontally 

laminated ripple-drift bedded or cross.,bsdded. 
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In Last Lothian and Eastern Berwickshire,, beds with 

oornetonee occur everywhere at the top of the Upper Old ?ed 

Sandstone succession. 

The sedinente are exposed in four principal areas. 

Dunbe.r ooast 1, one quarter of a mile east .f the 

Dunbar Golf Club kLouse. 

.3erwtckelitre coast between Cove Harbour and }ease 

Ey. 

The Qidhanetoaks area, in the o].dbanstooke Ekrn and 

in the Berwick irn. 

The i4uebie area, 3 silas north-east of 1a].ao  hers 

the beet exposures are found, troa west to east, in 

the Costorton lter, in the aunbie ate: and in the 

Dims *t.r. 

The distribution of the above areas, and the uniformity of 

the littzologioe3l, associations within the areas, suggests that 

the sediaeutary envircnaent of Gemstone tines was widespread and 

consistent. 

(a) The unbsr Coq 

Between the Dunbsziu4iftord fault and the Dunbar sonoeline to the 

east, 13O feet of Upper Old Red Sandstone beds are exposed vith / 
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no definite inland equivalent, being eepaited from inland outcrop 

by poor exposure and by the projected northern extension of the 

Inner ickOidhasetocke thrusto However the basal 6o0 feet of 

this succession is similar in lithology and my be at the same 

stratigraphic level as the beds of the apane, iltatonee • The 

succession passes conformably into Carboniferous beds one quarter 

mile east of the Dunbar Golf Glub Housep and the highest Upper 

Old Red Sandstone beds include cornatones. 

The complete succession is as folloiie. 

Feet 

30 Dolorite 

30 Grey rhyolitic ash. 

20 Red and grey ebalas with 6 inch sandstone ribs. 

4 Grey and green brecoim with fragments of cementstone, 

cornatone, sandstone and mudetone in a caloareous matrix. 

6 Red sandy abales. 

4 Rod breocia with fragments of osentstone, cornatone and 

sudatone. 

130 Fin, to medium white and grey lamit.d sandatonea, interbsdded 

with thinly-bedded red siltetones and mudotones. 

30 Grey sandy #I-Ales  with nodular red eornatones near base 
and evenly bedded grey cementetonea near the top of the 

unit. (The base of the 0trboniferoua is taken within 

this unit.) 

21 	ierk red siltetones interbedded with red and green micaceous 

shale and fine to medium pink sandstones. / 
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700 )seive cro'bedded red and white sandstones, interbedded 

with red shale. (These beds can be traced southwards to 

(esterba11.) 

100 Fine-grained, micaaeoust  psis pink, ripple-drift 

bedded sandstones interbedded with thick cross-bedded 

or laminated medium-grained red and cream sandstones. 

66 Pink mioaoeous siltetonsi showing karat weathering, 

interbedded with red. sandstones. 

5$ Fine to medium-gz'ainsd, tbin13bsdded red and brown 

laminated sandstones. 

162 Thinly-bedded pale red rippled siltatones interbedded 

with fine pink irregularly laminated sandstones. 

33 sale red thinly-bedded micaceous siltetones many of which 

show ripple-drift bedding. 

127 Red siltetones with frequent thin rippled ribs of fins-

grained  red and green sandstone. 

The preferred position for the base of the Oarboniferous 

is indicated (see page 49 ). 

From Siocar Feint westwards, the complete Upper uld Red 

Sandstone succession is exposed from its unconformable base, 

to its upper, conformable junction with the overlying Osrboniferous 

beds. The succession, Ut)C' feet thick, is sdeqate1y described 

by Bailey  (1910, p.p.3]-32), who indicates the presence of 

corustonee within the top 353 feet of the succession. / 



/ detailed succession across the Old Rod Sandstonew  

Carboniferous boundary is given below. 

Eul 
6 	Thinly-b.dd.d calcareous sandstones rich 

In carbonaceous plant fregnents. 

Eastern Hole 1eoaia. This unit is red 
and green in colour and contains fragnents 
of osasatatons, cornetons and carbor*ceoua 

plant fragments • The breocia rests without 
angular discordance on a mLdly scoured erosion 
surface. 

	

12 	 !ine-grained, 	 and rtpple*drift 

bedded sandstones, pale piptm in colour. 

5 	Grey oensntstone. 

	

3 	2 	?odium to coarse -grained pale red cross-bedded 

sandstones. 

	

3 	 Grey esasntstones. 

6 	Red and re.n aarnatone. 

	

1.5 	 Grey oementstonse interbedded with sisaceous 
grey sandy ehales. 

	

10 	 Grey to black ebsies with thin ribm of tine 

grey micaeeous sandstone. 

1se of Cabiftrc 

	

1 	4 	Fine pink mLaso.ous sandstone, 

4 	kjfl ripple-drift bedded vdcaae.om grey sandstone. 

1.2 	 Cornstone, areas at bass and red at top. 

	

5 	 9 P/ 



feet pies 

	

5 	6 	Fine to sodium irregularly bedded dark red 

sandstone containing nodules of' chart. 

	

i 	B 

 

Red and grey iu grain.cl 1sMted 

	

15 	 Red1  cream and grey sandstones, rich in bard 
dark red calcareous nodules and veins. (This 
unit is equivalent to unit (e) of Bailey's 

snoesasion 1i1.y, 19100  p. 31.) 

(a) 	2W 016MIUM AnIL 

In this area, a mimimto of 500 feet of sediments of the 

Corustone Group are exposed, in part faulted against Carboniferous 

oevaentetonss1  but elsewhere conformably succeeded by tb. 

Carboniferous beds. 

The outcrop forms the western extra= of a strip of 

Upper Old .Rod Sandstone continuous with the &iocsr Foint 

outcrops, but is separated from the liasal Conglomerate to the 

west by the Innerwick = Oldhamstockn thrust. The bda strike 

north west south east and have a main dip to the north-east 

of 10 dagros. 

The succession includes coarse, medium and fine-grained 

red, pink1  grey and cream sandstones, intarbedded with thick 

red and green *idatones and less frequent etltstonee • The 

coarse sandstones contain brown and green clay galls and frequently 

include hard dark red nodules and streaks of hastit.. The 

medium and fins - gratned sandstones are horizontally 1iitM / 



or cross-beddede'Where they are very aicaceons, they tend to 

be thinly-bedded. 

Included 4thtn the sandstones are frequent nodules of 

cornatone, (see bepter 6), -'-rl- .nd c.reu in colour, and these 

may develop lateral continuity to give nodular bands of aornstone 

varying in thickness between 4  inches and 5 feet. Theee continuous  

cornatonee laterally pinch out through a sane of discontinuous 

cornetane nodules. 

(d) The kiubie Ar* 

The Cornatone Group is here exposed in the core of a north. 

south trending perioline] structure, alacet completely rimmed by 

younger beds. The thickness of the Group in this area cannot 

be such less than 500 feet . 

The boundary between the Cornetone Group strata and the 

Crboniferous beds is, in Fart faulted:, e.go  in the W.rna ItAtery 

west of Gilcbz'iston in part unconforsable, e.g. in the iiubie Water1  

three quarters of a alle north of iumbie Eu; and in pert confori*ble, 

e.ge in the i4uabie Dean1  one third of a at].e south-east of auabie 

Eu].. 

The succession includes interbedded sandstones1  siltitonce, 

tones and cornetones • The eanda tones very in grain else 

from coaxes to fine, and in colour from dark red and pink to grey, 

cream and whites  kach of the drab colour being secondary in origin 

(see abapter 7.) Just as in the 0l4bstoaka area, a greater / 



proportion of the sandstones are drab in cc arisenwith those 

sandstones belonging to lower divisions of the Upper )1d Red 

Sandstone succession, The sandstone units rarely exceed 4 feet 

in thickness and are thinly-bedded, aicaceoue and laminated. 

Some of the sandstones are cross-bedded, ripple-drift bedding 

being important in the finest sandstone* • Red and green clay 

galls are commonly Oonoentrstd it the base of, or along the 

Planes of cross-lamination within the coarser s*ndetone, 

;eaondary concentration of haematite into nodules, veins and 

irregular streaks is also common. Th,  matrix of the sandstones 

is calcareous. 

Interbedded with the sandstones are sudatonee and infrequent 

silttonea, 11W audetonee form units up to 9 feet in thickness 

and are red, purple or chocolate -brown in colouz', secondary 

alteration of these colours to green being common. 

4thin the mudatones are frequent nodules of pale cream 

and red eornatone, invariably surrounded by a green lane representing 

an area of reduced colour. These nodules, as in the Oldhamstocks 

Krdap say link up to form an irregular continuous layer of almost 

Pun limestone whose lateral extent is a function of the saxisun 

thickness which, in this area, varies bet*n 4 inches and 4 feet. 

The cornatones are also associated with calcareous sandstones, 

(a more permeable lithology - s.c Chapter 6), They appear to 

be restricted to the top 100 feet of succession in the liunbi. Area, 

/ 
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rrh)  

The base of the Carboniferous in at Lothian and .'ist.rn 

Berwickshire is defined according to the following arbitrary 

criteria, listed in relative order of importance* 

1. The presence of Carboniferous fossils, faunal or 

floral • In practice carthractous -:1ant fragments 

are the most common. 

2, The appearance of thnlybedded grey oemsntstones and shales. 

The appearance of breocias containing fragments of 

oementstone or directly auooeded by c.wntstones. 

The disappearance of nodular oornstones. 

The last is the least satisfactory criterion since, in at 

least one locality mhere the second criterion can be applied, 

e.g • east of 	e Harbour on the Beriittcksbire coasts  cornatonee 

are found above the first appearance of cementatones. 

As the base of the C*rbontt'erous is approached, the red 

colour of the sandstones tends to disappear, being replaced 

most typicall.y by grey, but this change nevertheless takes place 

b*lov the actual Carboniteroua base. The red colour of the 

moistones is much acre persistent* 

The nature of the boundary, where it is not a fault contact, 

can be assessed at several localities, the most important of 

*Loh are as follow s 
/ 



lb.. tlunl*r QosatI Me boundary is transitional 

and quite conformable, the base of the Carboniferous being 

located below the first appearance of oeaentetones. Censutatons 

bre coLas appear 130 feet higher in the succession. 

23 CM jgXb1a eei. The boundary, again determined 

by the first appearance of grey shales and comentstoneop is 

transitional and quite conformable. A oeaentstone breeds 

appears 44 test higher in the succession* 

Dunl*1a Burns  3. aIls i.t of ldbaaetocka • The 

boundary, again suite oanfcrnab3.,, is taken at the base of 

a coarse red brecois containing oornstons fragnents • The 

aedinents above the breccia include grey oementstouei end 

shales. 

40 	Agn&ak 	one quarter of a ails south-south- 

mst of the lest locality. The Carboniferous boun.ry is 

taken at the base of a red breocia vhieh overlies * cox'nstone 

sesuenos and vbich is#  itself overlain by interbedded grey 

sandstones and aeaentstone*. The boundary, though coapli sated 

by faulting)  shova no sign of angular discordance. 

5. 	Uuabie liter, three quarters of a ails north of 

iluabte Nil. lb. Carboniferous base is taken at the base 

of a grey calcareous breeeia1  containing fragasuts of cornatone, 

sandstone and eeaentsten.#  vhieh rests unconforaab].y upon 

sores tones. The cornatoMa strike at 2v degrees, dipping to 

/ 
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the vest at 6 degrees, and the overlying breccias strike 

along a bearing of 119 degrees, dipping to the northnortb..ast 

at 13 degrees. 

6* 	kiumbie 	one third of a mile, southeast of 

Iivabiø Mill • Here again, the Carboniferous base is located 

at the bee. of * grey cement stone breccia overlying a cornetone 

sequence with uiIA unconformity, as measured by  a difference 

in strike of 68 degrees. Lornstones, as at Cove tiarbour, 

ore recorded above the Carbonifcrone base. 
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The Upper 1)4 Red 5i.ndatone stratigraphy is manarissd 

in 1b1e 1 and Figure 6. 

The comes of the Upper Old Red Sandstone conglomerates 

In very local • This is evident from the poor sorting of 

the conglomerates, and from the nature of the fragments within 

the conglomerates • The.e fragments are clearly derived from 

a Southern Upland source, composed of variable greywackss, 

veined by quarts and haematite, interbedded with chart, and 

out by minor intrusions of pro-Upper Old Red Sandstone age. 

At several localities, including 3ieosr Point, the gr.yacke 

fragments, composing the basal breceta or conglomerate, can 

be directly matched with the parent rock types under the 

unconformity# The shapes of the tragr::nts, relative to their 

litbologtes indicate that the source rock litholo.y has been 

more influential in determining shape than the subsequent 

transport history (p. 25 ) 	The largest fragments are 

rod-shaped or have a 4igii sphericity* These ax's the only 

shapes that can roll oiy under conditions of bottom traction 

ens rough surface (p. 26). 

The following atratigraphic results are significant 

in co±ding the development of the complete Upper 

Old Red Jud*tone SUOcS$*iOn in the area. 
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The Basal Conglomerates thin to the west, away 

from the Dunbar-Ellemf.rd trough, largely by overlap onto 

topot'aphically higher greywacke basement. 

Higher stratigraphic divisions overlap lower divisions 

to the west and along the Laerir line. 

3, 	The coarser factee of each aw-ceoding atratigrsphio 

. 	division tend to show progressive lateral shirt to the west. 

The tenton and Preamennan Beds and the Garvald 

andstonee become laterally imich finer towards the east. 

The grain size of the sediments decreases up the 

sueaion, from coarse conglomerates at the base, to mudetones, 

sUtatones nd fine sandstones 't the top of the succeSsion. 

'Those results may be interpreted in terms or the erosion of 

the source with its consequent recession to the west. A 

lowering of the gradient of the transporting streams is 

Ooo!pliShed by continued source erosion and by in-filling 

of the depositional trough. The erosional nature of the under- 
:. 

lyirig greywsoke topography (e.g. at Siocar Point, see also 

p.10) suggests topogriphic determination of the depositional 

trough in pre-Upper Old Red Sandstone times, but the troughs 

have further developed during Upper Old Red Sandstone times 

: 1y penecontemporafleoUS subsidence. 

In the depositional environment, variations in the velocity 

f the transporting currents, particularly during Spett Breocia 

times, may,, in the absence it source re3uvnation, result from 

nation in rainfall and consequent run-off from the source. 

/ 
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S)unzld such variation be regular, rhythmic deposition could 

t41e place in the depositional area ( pages 28 and 30 ). 

iy cornetone times, the environment of sedimentation 

is rmAch more widespread and consistent, suggesting a smoother 

topography. 

studies on the )1d Ped Sandstone Carboniferous boundary 

pages 85 87 ) suggest mild warping of the Upper Old Red 

Sandstone beds in ver early Carboniferous times. Consequently 

the Carboniferous beds rest conformably on Upper Old Red 

aantone beds over the told troughs and crests and 

urconformably over the told limbs. 
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?he stratigiaphy or the Upper Old Red Sandstone is 

indicative of the following. 

1. The beds are accommodated in elongate basin 

of north-south trend. These rri+1nnn1 troughs out across the  

north east south west strike of the Middle Old Red Sandstone 

The distribution of the troughs and the sedimentary faciea 

wit.in the troughs, and north or the Laxnmermuir line, suggests 

that, they are marginal to a persistent Southern Upland Island 

which, to..day, forme the core of the LanEnerrmlir Hills. 

•3.•  The thickest part of the succession is found in the 

principal trough, the Punbar-Ellemford trough, recognised as 

being marginally connected with the northern extension of the 

Cheviot Gulf. The latter Gulf continued as an important 

1pqlsiqogei ographic feature in Lower Carboniferous times, linking 

the Midland Valley Lower Carboniferous province with the Twee6 

:baain of the Northumbrian province. 

In the same way that the stratigraphy reflects an environment 

.tnrginal to a source area o: high relief, the structures reflect 

tectonic environment marginal to a resistant block. 

All the structures described from the area, belong to the 

:rcynian period or movement, folding and faulting being 

superimposed  on both Upper Old Red Sandstone and Carboniferous 

üelimente. 
/ 



(a) 	pioi*% folds. 

The principal regional fold structure is a low asplituds 

symmetrical antiolii*1 flexure trending north north east 

south south west through Stanton* The axis of the flexore is 

eub'horiaontl and the told crest is fragmented by Later f1t )  

in particular by the Halle fault) a normal fault downthroving to 

the east, and by the ;tenton fault a normal fault dovnthroving 

to the, north (page 72 ), The strata an the eastern limb of 

the fold dip .aet.aouth.esst at values ranging between 8 digress 

and 16 degrees. This dip persists to the iast except where 

distorted by faults, as for as the InnerwieM.Oldhaastoeks thrust 

(pace b S ) which for such of its Length forms the eastern 

boundary of the tipper 1d Red Sandstone outcrop area. :estweZ'da 

from Jenton9  the strata dip west.'.north*wsst at between 8 and 

15 degrees 	Detwen Nunraw and the )onolly Reservoir, the strike 

at the beds swings round into a north west south east directions  

perhaps due to sueoessivo slip along a series of parallel ainiatral 

ahearss, conjugate to the 	er4r Line (page 71 ). 

In the Gifford  troughs  the sediments revert to the more 

usual north north east e. south south vest strike and dip consistently 

west-north-west to form the eastern 11*1, of a north'aouth syncline 

whose axis slopes gently nortbmrds, a plunge which reflects an 

original northerly gradient of the trough floor. / 
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The )ornetone Group, at the top of the Uper Old .d 

1. andøtone succession in the Uumbi• areas  is exposed in the crest 

of a north south perioLtnal structure, almost completely 

rimmed by basal Carboniferous* 

To the south-vest, the sediments of the F3a trough 

are symmetrically and scUx*1ly folded with limbs of ea :ip 

betvesn 10 and 15 degrees to the nortbmeest and nortb.e*st 

respectively. The sediments within this last trough ideally 

demonstrate the superposition of norths"aouth folding upon 

sediments luftUing a trough which slopes to the north, overlap 

taking place along the fold axis in a southerly direction. 

These broad symmetrical north-south flexurse, affecting, 

in the mein, a relatively thin cover of Upper Old Red Jandetone, 

are probably diabarmonic to the more resistant grey*oke 

basement • Structurally, this area of basement, with the 

thin uld Red Sendetone cover, occurs bst'w en tva deeper basins 

each of appraximet.ly north.00uth trend. Theee are the 

4idlothian Ooa].fie].d to the vest with 159000 feet of 014 Red 

Sandstone, and Carboniferous sediments preserved in it, and 

to the east the Oheviot Gulf containing 20,500 feet of 014 

Red sndetone and Carboniferous beds. 

(b) Tb. Dunba 4QyLO01ime 

The Upper 034 Red Sandstone on the Dumber shore is best 

seen on the east side of the Dimbas-Gifford fault. (p. 71 ) / 
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Th. beds strike northsouth end dip e stm.rds at a ainir*aa 

value of 15 degrees. This dip increases steadily in an easterly 

direction reeshiug a value of 35 degrees at the Dt*nber Golf 

Club House, and continuing to increase to a sub-vertical dips  

0 yards i..t of the Club House* Thereafter the dip becomes 

inverted to a value of 64 degrees to the west. The structure 

conforms to that of a sanocline whose steeply dipping middle 

limb faces eastwards. 

The suceession displayed on the shore section (hsptsr 2) 

is a cantoreable one tbeougb Corziatoee Group sediments into 

basal &rbontteroue sandstones, ashes and oementatonest  out 

by concordant sill intrusion. Reverse faulting within the 

alciferous 3andetone and the Lower Limestone Groups to the 

east reflect shearing at the steep middle limb of the sonooline. 

These reverse fzi,ults are related to the Inner%do01dhaastoeks 

thrust (p. bb • 	ee ulao Clough 1910, *gem 43 and lit.) 

The steep limb of the ucuocline continues eouthimx'ds with 

a slight easterly swing in strike, and can be traced into 

&oxmouth Ard where steeply-dipping sassive sandstone, interbedded 

with red micaceous flagstone., are exposed in an Ad Quarry at 

Chestex'hell. To the south, these beds are brought into oontaet 

with the Faal ongloserates)  at the ncrteaetern and of the 

Spott Valley, by the Innerviak -• 0le'tocka thrust, a structure 

which is complementary, in effect, to the !)unbsr aonooline. / 
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This thrust trends along * bearing of 140 degrees between 

(esterlaall and Thurston Farm. At Thurston, one third of a 

mile north of Innerwick, the thrust is displaced by a westerly 

continuation of the sestIweat Taorntonloch Fault (Stevenson9  

1850, p.p. 422422). Glough (ope cit. p. 51) suggests that the 

latter fault is * normal fault cutting out the Innorwick Castle 

Red Sandstones of Calciferous Sandstone age by bringing down Us 

1*ee of the Lower LiesItcuS Group to the north against older 

Carboniferous beds to the south. The fault also displaces 

the Inner ok"Oldhsiteoks thrust at its northern end, one half 

silo to this west. The southern segment of the thrust continues 

along a trend of 1.70 degrees for 4 miles, at least as tar as the 

LLeriot Eater. South of Lraidvood and in the Ogle )urn, faults 

sub-parallel to the Thorntonlooh fault displace the thrust in 

each ease sintstrmlly, the amount of lateral displacement varying 

between 200 and 4u0 feet. These e*st.wset faults may link up 

with wall faults exposed on the coast between i&nkhead and 

.]jdesn, (dough, opt cit. p.p. 47.50). 

The thrust in Its northern portion is first located only 

approximately near (2iesterbsl1 • Nortb'.westeards towards Junber, 

the thrust is hidden under drift deposits but it is probable that 
/ 
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it continues across to the )unbarw.tifford fault thereby providing 

a tectonto Junction between the Gornetone Group strata of the 

Dunbar coast and the pott ieocie sequence of the pott Vllsy. 

The effects of the thrust on the Cesentatones of the 

Gs]aiterous Sandstone,  Series are well described fran the t'oxburn 

railway cutting (Clough,, ope cit., p.p* 1664.67) where thinly-

bedded 

htni -

bedded sediments are strongly drag-folded with both fold liras 

inclined to the west,, these sometimes out by shears similarly 

inclined to the west at a low angle. 

To the southeast, the thrust is next located in the 

Dryburn Valley 1*lere, aloe, to the thrust, coarse cream sandstones 

intarbsdd.d with grey cenentstones are zposed with a high revers 

dip to the west, 

The southern portion of the thrust Is perfectly exposed 

in the I"atdimod Bm where the thrust plans strikes north-south 

and dip* to the west at 64 degrees* on the vest side ofthe 

thrust coarse greywacke conglomerates, dipping away from the 

fault)  appear to rest on breoeiated red and brown gr.p*eke - 

ailtetonsa and shale. of Silurian age. On the east side of 

the thrust, fine-grained cream and green sandstones interbedded 

with assentetonee are highly brecciated. 

Further south in the Ogle Bwnp Silurian grits and qtartsite-

conglomerates have been similarly brought up on the west side of 

the thrust through the grsmcke conglomerate. 

It is likely that the Silurian strata represent thrust slices / 



since the strike of the latter is at right angles to the regional 

Silurian strike. If this is correct1  the thrust =wt possess 

an easterly downthrov of at least 100 feet, though this value 

decreases considerably to the south. Alternatively, if the 

Silurian strata represent the surface of the unaanforty 

brought up by the throat)  the net downthrov to the east would 

be 3DUO feet approxieet.ly. 

Lverihere it is seen, the thrustisplans dips to the iisst. 

It is therefore certain that the Thorotonloch and associated 

sub-parallel faults are at least obliqu..slip faults along which 

significant sinistral movement has taken place. By comparXrtg 

the relative displacements of the timer sheets '4tbin the 

conglomerates to the displacement in the Inner .e],.Oldbustocks 

thrust plans along the same tears, it is tentatively concluded 

that the latter tears include a 1(X) feet northerly normal dia 

placement per .400 feet of siniatral lateral displacement. 

(b) no JSWWMAXJti 

The Lamearnuir"fault" has been regarded as a north.-eastern 

offset portion of the Southern Upland fault, separating effectively 

Upper 014 Rod Sndstonc and younger strata from Ordovician and 

basal Upper Old ed Sandstone beds. The fault s considered 

to be a morsel f*UIt throwing to the north (Clough, 1100  p.p. 

165.166). 
/ 
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In fact there is little evidence for any considerable faulting 

which affects Upper Old Red Santhtane rooks. Along much of its 

length the Linermuir line is no noro than the line of unconformity 

between Upper Old Rod Sendstone rocks and Ordovician rocks (p.p. 

39-40). 

3sswhere, faulting on the Lanaereuir line occurs as follows * 

In the :pott Glen, a fault, 100 yards north of Doon 

Farm, has a bearing of 51 degree, and separates Banal 

Oongloaerate to the south, from Sqpott eccia to the 

north*  Both frrnations dip towards the fault the 

conglomerates at 68 degrees and the breccias at 17 

degreeso Both strikes are ob1iue to the fault. 

On the shore of Prossennan Lake, pebbly sandstones 

are separated from greymoke by 30 feet of brecoit 

rich in angular greywacke fragments • "Ins pebbly 

sandstones, 200 yards north of the Lemeermuir line, 

dip at $ degrees to the north. The nature of the 

Junction between breccia and gre3I*ake is not clear 

and way be fault or unconformity. If the former, the 

throw,  Is low since the sandstones to the north of 

the junction belong low within the Stenton and 

Preanennan da • The latter, noreovert  overlap 

the 1sal Conglomerate onto Ordovician rocks one and 

a half cues to the south-mast in the 3euehet Astor 

(p. 39 ). / 
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The northern fsui.t eontinu.s sout.vesti*rds to 

toxs the southv.stern segment at the Lssasair line. 

The southerly fault, with a very small throws  is pirt 

of the northeast seasnt of the T4,rmuir line. 
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In the Th.rter Barns, a normal fsult,SO yards tOthe 

north of the exposed unconformity between Upper Old 

Red sandstone and Ordovician, has an asimuth of 29 

degree. • The fault brings do.n $tenton and Preenennan 

pebbly sandstones to the north, against Basal jonglomerate 

to the south (p. 39 and late 7) • The throw on the fault 

need not be large since the conglomerates have thinned 

considerably ay from the Dunbarlleeford trough 

(Figure 6). 

In the Papans Water, a fault on the Laemsrsuir line must 

separate mudatones and siltetonea dipping northwards, 

(the Papans siltetones), from 50 feet of aasal Oonglo*ertte, 

dipping to the vest at 8 degrees. The conglomerates 

rest unoonformably on coarse grey*ck.s • The trend of 

the fault is approximately 65 degrees and the amount of 

northerly throw is indeterminate but may be quite 

considerable • The southern margin of the conglomerate 

outcrop is defined by a small fault of 43 degree trend 

throwing, at the most, 20 feet to the north (Figure 9.). 

South-west of this locality, the L.ersuir line continues 

along a 245 degree bearing • Faulting is poorly defined on the 

ground, being reflected in no more than occasional high dips 

in the Cerbonifcrone sediments. However the northerly throw 

on this section of the Lansermuir Line may be larger since, 

between kivabi• )ains and Eidlsv1  500 feet of jornstone Beds are 

brought down by the fault against Ordovician rocks. / 
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Oontourd plot of the poles to slioksnatded sheer 

planes suooiet.4 vith the Lamemdr 3j, 



Contours at I, 4, 7, tO percent. 

+—Faults on Lammermur Line. 

0 —Thorntontoch and sub-parallel faults. 
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Horizons 4thin the Lover Carborsiferous GirlItOn all 
Vol(*nio 3eries are dextrally diap].ao.d by the inbe 

Qffo?d fault. This figure Is based on information froa 

the G.ologjcal Survey of Seotl.n4, l4ncb Sheet 33 

(Hsington). 

se of the voloenise. 

• Iv.e of the basalt secuenc. 

• Bas* of the tree" sequence* 

4, 40 Top of the vo]aanics. 



In summary, the lammermir line, within the ares studied 

In composed of two segments • The north-astern segment has an 

azimuthal trend of 45 degrees*  and the south-western segment 

has an azimuthal trend of 65 degrees • The junction between 

the two segments is seen in the Fapana Water (Figure 9) • The 

nortb..eastez'n segment in broken t7 the 1a12a fault, 2 miles 

east of Stentono The soutkweet segment is similarly broken 

by a er*ll north north east south south west trending fault, 

1 mile south-west of Gifford* 

iveryere it is seen the narth'eastern segment appears 

to be no more than a series of smell an echelon faults of 

insignificant northerly throw. 

The geophysical traverses taken across the Lasmerenir 

Line near apott and near Qervald amply confirm the nature of 

tho 1n, in its north-eastern segment. The profiles (page 

II 	and Figure 3) do not indicate any basement displaeeesnt 

by foults. 

3lickensided shear surfaces are frequent at many localities 

within the Old fled 3andstone sediment, north of the Lamuermuir 

Line and closely adjacent to it. These shears show little 

diepacenent but the sliokenside., in nearly every cases  are 

subihortsontsl to borisontal. A Ir plot of these shears 

(Figure 10) show ti.o prominent modes, one indicating a shear 

strike of 41 degrees, the other a shear strike of 97 degrees. 
/ 
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These could represent a sonjugate set of shears with the acute 

bisectrix and line of effective imus compression trending 

at 68 degrees. The 14rsuir line say, therefore further 

represent a line of dextral shear. The Thorutonloch and 

associated wrenches which sinistrally displace the Innerwic. 

OldI*aatooke thrust, plot in positions closely adjacent to 

the etnistral shear node. 

(c) 

One and one half silos north-west of, and parallel to 

the Laneernith' line, runs the )unb.ru.41.fford fault5  separating 

the Calciferous Sandstone 3eries in the north from Upper Old 

Red Sandstone in the south. This poorly exposed fault is 

indicated only by high dip values or dip reversals in the 

Calciferous Sandstone strata 	However 1 mile north-vent 

or a line joining (rv*ld to Gifford5  the Ounbar.Giftord fault 

displaces dextrally Qarleton UtU volcanic and intrusive rocks 

(Figure 11), Assusing a regional dip of 5 degrees to the west 

for the upper surface of the lavas in this area, the minim 

2 nile dextral shift in the outcrop bound aries requires a mini 

normal northerly throw on the fault of 1000 feet. It is quitie 

unlikely that the C.lcif,rous nd tones, occurring between 

the Garleton £1LU voloanias and the base of the Lower tisastone 

Group, reach such $ thickness. Indeed George (19530  p.p. )4 

3D9 see also Figure 12) suggests, from epproxisate isopache, 

that the total thickness of the .a1ciferoua Sandstone Si rise, / 
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Ieop.ck* for the (*lotf.roua Sandstone eriss of 

the Midland 1]a7. (George, 1958, Figure 26). 
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including the Garl.eton Hills volamnia suites  is considerably 

ieee then 2000 fø.t. The Dunl*r.Giftord fault may therefore  

have a dextral displacement* 

auth.wsstwnrde, in the ftrw Water#  there is little 

evidence of any considerable faulting. In the hbie ktorl, 

one nUs to the south.wvsst, a fault with an asimuthal trend 

of 70 degrees and no great throw,, thrown down the Carbonifurous 

- Upper 014 Red rndatons unoonfosaity to the north. This 

fault continues across the oith Water in a south.weetwnrdi 

direction as far as &xrthidek (dinbur'gh, 1 inch, Sheet 32) 

where tt13 reported to have athrowof 50 feet to the south 

(Hiram",, 1910 p. 175). 

(a) 	JWMJ. fauitt 

Important normal faults include the halls fault and 

the Aontan fault. 

The linUs fault with a trend of 158 degreen use first 

recorded by Stev*naon (18500  p. 421) and has an approximate 

throw of 300 feet to the east (Haldane at. .1., 1943, p. 24) 

The Stanton fault runs ono third of a nil, north of 

Stanton along a bearing of 95 degree. • The northerly throw 

of this flulto  which is nowhere exposed, Is inferred from 

etrtiraphioa1 evidence to be approzUat.].y 300 to 500 feet 

(pages 3234). 

/ 
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The important tectonia atrusttuss vithin the area 

are related to the dircttoa of principal amda 

oopr.ssion. 

U 	Iiaddingten 	G Gifford 	0 - Oookbuz'nspath 
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(•) 	nir ath aoic1uptnij 

The order of coo irrenss of the various structural events 

within the area appears to be simple, its • folding followed 

respectively by thrusting, tear—faulting and finally normal 

faulting. All the structures are oonpstibl.e with a Lercynisn 

stress pattern in which the principal compression is approximately 

east-west (figure 13). 

The )unbax nonooline and the Innerwic1Stdhamatocks thrust 

tore an eastern tectonic niargin to the axes. A structural 

pattern, closely analogous to the above1  fares the western 

tectonic 	gin, In the }entland area (4inburgh, 3. ino 

beet 32), a tight sonocline, trending northuunortbs.esst, involves 

Silurian, 01.4 Rod Sandstone, and Carboniferous rocks. The steep 

middle 11b of the nonocitne faces east and is sheared through 

by the rover" Pentland fsult (I4cLiritock and Fheeist.r, 1928, 

p.p. 10.28; llallizond#  193) p.p. 10*38; Lees and Taitt, 1945, 

p. 275) • The fault has a 3000 feet easterly thtow1  calculated 

Just north of ChrIopa, Liowsver, allowing for this dispisoesent, 

the amplitude of the eanocline mut have been of the order of 

7000 feet, Those structures indicate intense compression from 

Just north of west, 

De Jitter (19560  p.p. 463..462) indicates that in regions 

of strong compression, stable or resistant blocks can persist 

within strong fold belts. The sediments on such blocks are 
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distorted to a d.gree vhioh onll faintly reflects tas stress 

field in the block. Alog4y, the Upper 014 Red :andstono 

sediments have been largely protected by the resistant nature - 

of the trn4sr1iag bat positive greyweoks baasat* kiowvcr1  

in the deep aaz'giz*l traugLis, the relatively incompetent 

sediments were not so protected a --noelinee and thrusts 

developed. 
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The igneous rooks in the area comprise sills and rkes. 

(1.) &Q.These are detailed as follows s 

irne Water p1] 	= a monchtquito sill, poorly exposed, and 

intruded into 3ornstone Beds of the iumbie area. 

4dlaw iii] 	a fine-grained porphyritic analcit.u'basslt, 

intruded into Oornstons Beds of the kiabie area. 

Cestera 4l]. - a nephelineu"basslt sill uhiah is intruded 

Into very iigb Upper Old fted Sandstone beds, 1 mu, west of 

Garvald. 

(arvald ai1 	an snalctte-.dolerita sill, intruded into 

sediments of the GarVa]4 Sandstone and 1-hittinghame Siltetone 

formations* 

rous e]3, 	a very aeafl sill of highly altered anaicite. 

dolerite, which is intruded into sediments of division 

It 	of the Spott 3re cola sequence, just north of Dourhouse. 
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A total of 13 dykee baym been recorded (able 2). 

Ten of these dykes intrude *1 ongloaerate and S are 

restricted to an area of less than one square oil* centred 

on baepath Glen, 3 sues 'west of Qldbanatocks. 



PLATE 10 

Dyke (Aik*ngaU lt.r) 
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Dyke (Back at.r) 
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A 	 plot of the dyk.a in the 
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Figure 14 is an azimuthal frequency plot for the dykes, 

indicating a modal azimuth of 120 degrees. 

The limited number of dykes, their restricted trial 

distribution and the inability to trace any one dyke along 

its strike)  means that the modal azimuth is of doubtful value 

with respect to any assessment of the regional tectonics. 

The dykes may fill shears, tension faults or tension gash 

echelons 	Movement subsequent to intrusion is indicated 

by slight shearing of some of the dykes. 

tropat. 	All the dykes are highly altered to haematite 

and carbonate. Lost of the dykes are basaltic and porphyritic 

in texture, the phanocryste now being psendamorphe of serpentine 

or carbonate after divine • Theses  with or without plagioclase,  

laths, are set in a rather glassy zssoetasie, partially altered 

to chlorite,  and carbonate but including relatively fresh ar*loit* 

',bore determinable the felapar is labredorites 

any of the dykes are highly vesicular, the ss&ygdalee showing 

concentric structure, being composed of quarts, hssmatituetain.d 

calcite and seoites, 

The dyke rocks an identified as anateite'.baaa].ts or 

monchictuites, depending on the proportion of felspar present. 

They belong to the same petrographic suite as the sills. 





(i) 	hniç. 

(a) 	Saanlnil iroedir 

All the aaap3e mechanically analysed were collected from 

inland exposures. The distribution of such exposure required 

a. sampling achese whereby undue bias was not given to formations 

which are thicker and more extensive than others • The scheme 

'ma further complicated by the tact that certain beds and 

formations are unsuitable for analysis. Included in these, 

are laminated beds (showing many depositional episodes in a 

small vertical interval), beds which have undergone diagenetic 

or epigenetie alteration, and beds which, by reason of a bard 

cement, are unsuited to disaggr.gation. Accordingly all suitable 

beds through mt the entire sequence, within the area sampled 

(Figure 15), were listed in sequence with a ended thicknesses 

and locality references. The sequence was subdivided into 

20 feet unital  the central locality within each unit being 

selected as a sampling station from which two specimens were 

collected. 3ucLi a scheme ensured that the density of sampling 

was consistent throughout the area. 

The method of diaaggregation is of primary importance 

in grain use analysis and should be such that (a) 



FIGURE 15 

were o.rrt.d out on epsojasno 

ooU.st.d frau the oeapltrg stations indisatid. 
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The minimum number of grains are broken. This 

requires that the strength of the matrix I. 1..s than the strength 

of the constituent grains. Otherwise the sample must be discarded. 

Aggregate grains are not permitted • This requires 

that the disaggregation process is as complete as possible. 

Frequent microscopic cheeks must be applied. 

(a) Secondary material is removed or its quantitative 

effect estimated, It is easier to select samples which have 

not undergone an appreciable amount of secondary addition than 

to remove secondary material chemically. 

Accordingly, a 50 gm* fragment from a suitable specimen 

was crushed in a steel pestle, using successive 13 gm. fractions, 

The initially disaggregated material was sieved through a nest 

including the 85 1, 120, and 200 B.3o  sieves, and each fraction was 

carefully examined under the binocular microscope • Ilhere a high 

percentage of aggregate grains were still present, further 

disaggregatlen in the steel pestle was carried out, followed by re-sieving,  

Thereafter final disaggregation was carried out in a porcelain pestle 

using 5 gm. fraction.. Disaggrsgation in the porcelain pestle 

was continued until binocular examination indicated the elimination 

of any grain aggregates* 

A J2 series of 8-inch B.3, sieves, calibrated in microns, 

use used to subdivide the dieaggregsted sample into its separate 

else grades, these corresponding very closely to entworth grades. 

The following sieves were used - B.S. numbers 8, 129  169  24, / 



30, 149  60, 85S  120, 170, 200 and 300. 

The sieving was carried out in a Tyler Io-Tap Automatic 

Shaking 11kchins equipped with an automatic clock to time the 

sieving interval. This interval, for samples with a modal 

gr&r-siae retained on the 200 or finer sieve, was 30 minutes* 

Samples with coarser modes wsre sieved for 20 minutes (page 83 ). 

erj 

The distributions are plotted on probability paper using 

the "ptii-soal&' conversion on the size axis • This sos].e converted 

the Wentworth class limits to integers with the phi intervals 

equal. Th* size-scale is therefore arithmetic. (}.rumbein 

1936, pep. 1044c6) • The distributions more described by 

Inma&s parameters (Inn 1952, pep. 125.U') • These parameters 

are defined in terms of the 16th1  50th and 84th  phi percentile 

diameters1  viz • ç60  Pf509  $4. The parameters are as follows 

Phi kedian diameter hi a 

Phi tsan diameter 	M 0 	4 (1.6 + 84) 

Phi. Deviation (sorting measuie) 50 a 4 ( 	16) 

Phi Skewness (skewness measure) c'(0  a k0. I4dØ 

6 

/ 
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The.e j*raters can be canipialated algebraically (i.ruabein 

and FettijoIm, 1938, p.p. 232s..233). 

)ny of the distributions were r*"plott.d on arithnetio" 

probability paper with the si*.aoa]e Galibrated in microns. 

This permitted more accurst analysis of the ogive shapes, 

particularly with respect to the ecarse and fine extremes of the 

distributions. Composite distributions were similarly more casily 

recognised. (Doeglas, 1946, pep. 19i.'2). 
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TbA grspbioal varlAtion tuvol,.d as a result of 

varying the sieving times  In each sase the area 

irtoludad bstvssn the 25 and 30 *Ln*ts curves is blacked 

out. 

iwe times plotted 10, 1.5, 20, 25,  30 airautea. 
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The gipioi1 variation t*L1VO1Y.d do* to the 

Inberent variation in the sieving op.ztian* Eacb 

epedasn was,  sieved 3 tisss the sieving thtene1 

was 30 ainuto.. 
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This was designed to aback the disaggregatton and sieving 

procedure, and also, to determine $fl7 forms of variation involved 

in a total of 41 sample analyse. from I specimens • The results 

were plotted on srttha.tto.'probability paper. The teat of the 

experimental method was the ability of the different samples 

from the one specimen to reproduce the one *give* 

The gz*tica1 vaz'ation (i.ee the degree of correspondence 

among the ogives of different samples from the one specimen), 

determined for a very fine sandstone and a medivai'gratned sandstone, 

when the time of shaking was varied between lu and 3) minutes 

using a 5 minute spacing, to indicated (figure 16). 5060 gao 

samples were used. The fine sandstone shove poorer reproducibility 

for the shorter shaking times indicating incomplete sieving within 

the 10 to 20 minute range. 4hereas 20 minutes was sufficient 

time for complete sieving of the medium sandstone, (compare the 

variation due to the shaking time of the medium sandstone with 

the variation due to the shaking process (time constant) * 

?igur ]F), the very fine sandstone required 25 to 30 minutes for 

complete sieving as tested by consistent graphical correspondence. 

The optimum weight of sample to be used is important (icrusbein 

and Petttobn ope cit., p. 140; Miler,  1940,  p.p. 89.90; 

Twenhofel and Tyler, 1941, p. 46) • Theoretically, if the sample, 

as it should be, is homogeneous, the weight of / 
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The variation is due to the weight of the maple 

&r*lysed. 

One 50 p. snd 01* 100 po a*p].e was anslyssd fro* 

es&i of the two specimens  The ssap]u froa 6.29 wre 

sieved for 20 	t* • Those from the finer saap]. )  

64, were sieved for 30 'ditutee. 
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The ma%IlatiYeNPfrøqueney curves of three maples 

free seMh of two spsciasis (13 and 7.21) era plottedo 

e1ght of ssap1e0, 50.40 g. 

$.zing Interval, 30 Wtes. 
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Pour u*plu fvo* apsdasz 6.4 were an*1.y..d and 

their ci1u].etiI*.'frsqu.ne7 aazve. plotted* Within. 

*psd.asn variation is evident. 
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the sample is irrelevant but, in practice, the disaggregation 

ct a large eampie is timeusconsusing an4p more important, large 

samples sieve less easily. The graphical variation between 

50 and 100 gae samples is indicated in Figure 18. In the 

coarser sandstone the variation is low but the 100 ga* sample 

of the finer sandstone (shaken for 3U minutes) above incomplete 

sieving through B.S • sieve 170, i.. • the sieve containing the 

model size grade of the sandstone. 

Figure 19 indicates the graphicsl variation among 3 

sample, taken from a medivau.grain.d sandstone and a 

grained sandstone respectively. The variation is very low, 

particularly in relation to the unavoidebie variation due to 

the shaking process (ocapare Figure 19 with Figure 11). 

Figure 20 ehows, for another sodium-grained sandstone1  a much 

more considerable degree of variation but the two variants 

from the one sandstone were reproduced in two further samples 

from the sans specimen of sandstone. The plot, in fact, 

shove true within-specimen variation, the principal amount 

of variation occurring in the coarser size grades of the sandstone. 



Th. e 1ativefr.quenq surves may be grouped within 

the son.. R 3. to R 5. 
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Observed 	 curves from the 

R 1 and R 2 aunse. 
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(iii) 	lvtical P.CJJti. 

W7771,77  W37KA77TW1rTT;W4r7T 

A further 131 analyses were completed in addition to those 

carried out in the Test series. 

The cumulati'ves..frequency curves of Upper Uld !4d Sandstone 

sediments from Last Lothian tall into a group of overlapping 

zones of successively decreasing median grain- size (Figure 

21; also Doeglas, ope  cit. p.p. 2511.30; Kruit, 1955, p.p. 

394.405) Van And.], and ostma, 1954,  p.80). 

The zones#  indexed R 1 to R 5 with decreasing median 

grain-size, difine areas in which curves of a general shape  

and slop, fall, and the zone bowriss or* not curves but 

composites of parts of several curve.. I'tie principal types 

of curve from each now are illustrated in figures 22 to 25 

inclusive, The size scale is arithmetic. 

P. I type curves are relatively stxaight with a low gradient 

and a median of approximately 0.8 . The P. 3. zone is narrow 

due pr'inci: ally to the low number (3) of specimens of this type 

analysed. Those specimens were taken from exposures of the 

Spott Braccia, Sequence on the north aide of the Spett Valley 

(pages 26 -27 Flat. 5). 

The 	2 curves are more sinuous with a gentle saddle 

between the 170 and 200 sieve mesh diameters (89 and76 microns 

respectively) • The percentage of material retained on the / 
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Observed muUtivewftequency aury.s trait the 
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Oburv.d cun1tivø...freuericy curves from the 
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Observ*d o sulstiv fr.qu.noy atu'vss froat t 



DIyriDuions from Zone R5 
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200 jieve is low in all types of curve thsugh the graphical 

reflection of this is greatest in high slope distributions. 

To the right of the saddle, the curves must theoretically bend 

sharply upwards to the 100 percent frequency line • This is 

a reflection of the probability frequency coals and asmeetry 

in the fine extrerc of the sediment distribution. 

The bulk of the distributions anslysed fall within the 

ft) sons, Three principal variations of the R 3 type curves 

are illustrated in Figure 2.. The median grain size is Use 

than that of the ft 1 and ft 2 distributions and the curves show 

a sharper saddle between the 170 and 200 steve mesh disasters. 

The principal variation among the a 3 curves is determined at 

the coarse sale of the distributions. Type R 30, possesses 

a coarse "tail, reflected in the presence of a horizontal 

termination to the coarse extreme of the distribution. Type 

R 3b is intermediate between ft 30 and ft 30, the last having 

lost the-coarse tail. The three types represent a reversible 

sequence ft 30 '- ft 3b <_> S 30. 

The a 4 zone includes curves of exactly the same types 

as were found in the 5 3 cone but of a lower median grain-size. 

The ft 5 sons curves are more irregular and the saddle 

between the 170 and 200 sieve mesh diameters is very weak. 
/ 
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The oaleui&td differentiates of the gzinaiss 

distribution of ep.eiaen 7s.41 are oc*p.red with 

observed distributions. 
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FIGUR S 2? 

The c.Imzi*tsd differentiates of the gzaixaizi 

distribution of apeaiMsn 1P.11 are soepered with 

observed distributions* 
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The calouUted, difterntiatee of the gr'i±nsie 

distribution of spsoiasn 6.47 are coaptrd with 

b..rv.d distributions* 
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Following )oegas (op.cit. p.p. 25..34), three observed 

distributions from the R 1 and ? 2 zones (Specimen numbers 

'470, 12.119  6.47) were differentiated by removing x gas. 

from sieve A, y gas • from sieve 13, a gas • from sieve C. 

here A,BC, are in descending order the coarsest sieves used 

in the analysis, x, y, a, are fractions of the total weights 

,,,IN of material retained in the sieves IBC and 

lOQx 	
> 	

OO T L li 
L 	 M 	 N 

The results, plotted on probability paper using a pb1'nait arithmetic 

size scale, are shown in Figures 26, 27 and 28o  Ourves of 

observed distributions from the Upper Old Red Sandstone are 

graphically compared with the calculated differentiates • The 

degree of correspondence between theoretical and observed is 

very high. Thus ft 39  a 4, and 1  5 zone curves are easily 

derivbte from it 3. and R 2 types, theoretically, by varying :: 

y and a, and naturally, by the sedimentary process of sorting. 

This process may be achieved by 

(1) 	Differentiation of coarse detritus, controlled by 

a Geereazing stream competency. Thus the coarser fractions 

are suecessively deposited as the stream velocity decreases. 

/ 



The sudism siso of the farther transported suspension load. 

oorreepondingiy diminishes. (N.vin1, 19A6, p.p. 651...674) 
(2) 	Reworking of a bedloe4 deposit by  a stream iboce 

competency is increasinge The finer fraction of the bottom 

deposit distribution is washed out and transported farther 

domstrssa. 

The complete sequence of progressive s'rttng, i.., It 1 - 

It 2 -p' 3 - It 4 - it 5, in controlled in the first place by 

the character of It 18, i.e. the coarsest parent" distribution which 

most closely reflect, the grain-sizes available in the source. 

%iere the It I parent (e.g. in Figure 26) possesses too great a 

relative proportion of fine matsrts, it in impossible to derive 

an ft 3 differentiate without first removing part of the fine 

fraction of the parent distribution. Thus the sequence it 1-4  

It 2—) it 4 -* it 5 may be as complete as possible. Therefore the 

initial control on the types of distribution possible within 

any one sequence is imposed by the source. Thereafter the 

distributions are determined by the stream behaviour as measured 

by its competency; e.g. in Figure 26, stream competency would 

determine whether a distribution of type it 2 ims deposited or 

whether ft 2 sinus fine material was deposited. If the latter, 

the fine material sight be os.rztsd on in suspension to be deposited 

later as an It 5 type distribution. 

/ 
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No reworked bedloed distributions (Ucegias, ope nit, p. 32) 

re recorded from the Upper Old Red 3indtone succession. This 

meet indicate that either 

1* reworking of bottom deposits within the depositional 

area was negligible during sedimentation, or 

2, the pci'e spase in the reworked bottom deposits has 

been subsequently filled by finer particles, perhaps deposited 

from a suspension iced. (Doeg].ss, *p, cit. p. 28). 

The latter process would lead to the formation of bimodal 

distributions. Only the conglomerates (.: I zone) within 

the area studied are typically bimodal (page 28) • roreover 

deposits less coarse than conglomerates he,. less ofreotive 

porosity and any process tnvolring addition to such bottom 

deposits in likely to result in the formation of inhcmogeneoua 

sediments. 

Therefore the sedimentary process of sorting controlled by 

decreasing stream competencyp within the median range 099 use 

U .5 me, appears to be significant in the deposition of the 

Upper Old Red Sandstone sediments of East Lothian. 

Ourve shape variants have been "scribed from the ft 3 and 

R 4 sones* As,  variations are expressed in the more sensitive 

extremes of the distributions (Doeglas op.ait. p.  29), and are 

principally reflected in the presence or absence of a coarse 

tail to a distribution (Figures 23 and 24).  Graphically this / 



FIGURE 29 

The greineiso distribution of epecissu 36111$ is 

partially differmtlst.d to lose the soars. tail. 
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is indicated by & horizontal or sub.horisontal extrem. at the 

left of the curve. Figure 29 shows hZ as a logarithmic probability 

Plot of the distribution of an R 3& type sediments (specimen 56418) 

This distribution my be differentiated into two partial distributions 

IX and TT, each partial distribution being recalculated to lOC) 

percent • U is the recalculated distribution of the coarse tail. 

!T can easily be matched with an observed distribution, If only 

part of the coarse tail is removed in the differentiation, a 

distribution will result with a coarse extreme intermediate 

between Z and!, and would compare with an 111 )b type distribution. 

ZZ can result from an incomplete differentiation oS a coarser 

parent material or by miring of a enaU amount of coarse material 

(distribution L) with the mere ocemon distribution T!. For 

reasons already given, such mixing is riold to be unlikely to give 

nor-graded homogeneous deposits (pegs 8 9 ) • In on savtro.nt 

of fluctuating currents of variable coeteney a range in the 

degree oZ Iiffe., .vntiatlous a, represented by the diff.ze 

betwr hb and !! (i.e. between 'a' and o1  distribution variants), 

is to be expected. This difference reflects the extent of 

variation in ccnp.teno of the transporting medium in the depositional 

ares. 

At the tine extromee#  most of the distributions are characterised, 
especially in their srithnetio"..pr.bsbility plots, by a saddle occurring / 
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liuetogzua of R 1 to R 5 son* distributions. 

The distribution of the primary 0 - 500 micron soda 

at specimen 7-49 using the smaller elsie intervals is 

given below* 
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between the sii.liit 70-100 microns, where the curves tend 

to bend into parallelism with the siZeuiaZie (Figure 23 and 24). 

Doeglas (op. cit. p. 24) interprets such distributions as mixtures 

(composite frequency distributions) • Fatertal coarser than 

100 microns end representing pert of a coarser transported 

distribution, is mixed with finer material, representing pert 

of a second distribution, howsver, (1) most, if not all of 

the Upper 0)4 Red Sandstone distributions possess this saddles  

and,, (2) the position of the saddle relative to the size-axis 

is constant for all the distributions. The fine saddle is a 

function of the distribution of the parent material. Figures 

27 and 28, In feat, indicate that the fine saddle possessed by 

the differentiates is inherited from the parent material. The 

saddle therefore reflects no more than an infrequency of material 

of 70 to 100 micron grnin.sizee such material falls within the 

1/8  146 mm. class, a sises-class in which sedimentary distributions 

are abaracteristiaally deficient (Pettijobn, 1957, p. 47). 

Since these grain-sizes are absent in an the Upper Old Red 

:andetone distributions, the deficiency may be inherited from 

the source* 

kietograma show, in Figure 30 the gretm.'aise distributions 

of two samples of conglomerate (3pott Br000ial 116.1  eons). 

These histograms are bimodal possessing a secondary mode coarser 

than 9 mm, The primary 8-10 percent mode Is found within the / 
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fraction whose grain-size is less than 50 microns • Bimodality 

of distribution is frequent in coarse gravels (1ruabein, l943  

p. 8; 1962, p. 13761 Plumley, 19480 p. 542), and suggested 

explanations are varied. Later infiltration or fine material 

Into the voids within a coarse bedload, has been proposed by 

Fraser (1935, p. 9.8) and Plumley (op* cit. p. 544) • Uddsn 

(1916, p.p. 737i.737)  believed that the coarser (secondary) 

nods,  vas transported by button traction where" the fine mode 

was carried in øuspexLn, 

Histogram of the IL, 2 sane curves are generally unisodal; 

R 3 zone curves are always u.nimadal. The trend from bimodality 

to unisodality (Figure ) suggests that the source is inhornogeneous, 

supplying at least two distinctly different sizes of detritus. 

The fine code ray represent source weathering products in which 

iron and clay minerals are concentrated (Chapter 7). 

Conclusions may be surised as followe, 

(1) Source (a) This supplies a bimodal mixture of 

material (R I distributions) early in Upper Old Red sandstone 

times. These mixtures are very local in origin and appear 

to be little influenced by any transport history, (see page 58). 

(b) Vaterial. of grain-au., 70.100 aiorona 

is not readily available in the source. / 
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(2) 2stoaitiona1 ars& (a) All the sediment distributions 

belong to one family of curves, these curves being genetically 

linked to the one psrentt'pe (R 1). 

(b) The latter parent type 

differentiates, to give the observed distributions, under conditions 

of decreasing stream ooep.tenoy. 

The three percentile diamet.ra were determinable in all 

but l5 cases from the It2,R3 and ft4 zone curves, meal 

curves did not allow determination of 0169  and '18 a not 

determinable in the R 5 sons curve, without excessive extrapolation. 

The percentile disasters and calculated phiparaaetere 

are listed in the Appendix. 

The relationships existing among the sones, in terms of 

the three important parameter., vis • phi-medians, phi-deviations, 

and pbi..ekeess, can be seen in Figure 31. The cone psxeastrsl 

ranges are listed in table 3 (below) 
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L 	L 

zone Fbj'u.djsn Phi-Deviation £hi*kevness 

R 1 0.15 	0.40 Negative in sign 

R 2 1.46 < Mdo 	2.78 1.20 	1.93 -0.38 	''< 

!t 3 
- 

2.08 . 	Md. 	3,09 0,40 	60  < 1.31 +0.23 	+0,6 

R 4 
L- 	 -- 

3.03 	Edo 	3.71 

--. 

0.47 	60  < 1901 .0.01 

It 5 3.86 	M 	435 Distribut 	are 
strica1 

Phi-deviation is a function of the sedien grainumsise of the deposits, 

(Griffith, 1951, p,p. 215-216) • The degrsau in median grain 

else (increase in 	involved within the a 2 end R 3 sons 

distributions, is acoospenied by an improvement in sorting 

(represented by a decrease in the jti.d.viation values) • No 

further increase in the degree of sorting is shown by the R 4 

sedisents, i.e. iMrs Hd is greater than 3.0 (Figure 31) • Thus 

dis sorting within the Upper Old Red Sandstone sediments occurs/ 
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where the median grain sic, is 0.13 mm. Inman (1949, p. 61) 

Indicated that sediments with a median grain alas of 0.18 mm* 

tend to be better sorted than coarser or finer sedisentso This 

conclusion was confirmed by Griffiths (op. cit • p. 233) for 

Tertiary sediments in the Caribbean area* 

LhImakamm 

hi-skewness is a function of the median grain alas* 

However no inherent relationship exists between phiskewnees 

and phi-deviation* Tue phi-skewness of the R 1 group is 

negative* In the R 2 sons, the pbtskewnasa ranges from negative 

in the coarser members to positives  though principally skewed 

towards an excessive amount of the finer grades (i.e. + ye). 

A consistent slight increase in positive phi-skewness is shown 

by the R 3 cone curves • however the decrease in median grain 

site from the 1t 3 to the R 4 cone is accompanied by a trend 

towards decreasing positive phi-skewness (Figure 31) • The 

reversal in skewness trend takes place at a phi-median value 

of 3.00 (0.13 mm.) 

The meaning or skewness has been discussed by amny authors 

but without such measure of agreement (e.g. Inman, 1949, p.p. 
63.65; )dr, 1958; Flualey, ope cit. p. 550.) Inn showed 

that sediments, with 14 < 0.18 ma., have a pronounced skewness 

towards the tin, fractious. Muir interpreted sediments with a 

high positive pbi.skewness as being deposited in a quiet 

environment where oscillatory current movements are absent. 

Plualey, in a study of the Black ki11s terrace gravel. of South 
Dakota, / 



showed that a decrease in mean size, controlled by decreasing 

stream competency, use accompanied by rapidly decreasing positive 

skewness due to the ejmnstz'ising affect of selective stream 

transportation. 

As already indicated, the It 1. distributions, with a negative 

phlskewnese indicating a principal mode in the finer grades, 

are the distributions wh1oh moat closely reflect the size nature 

of the source supply. In a study of the aims distributions of 

source rooks of sediments, £:ruabetn and lisdel, (1940, p.p. 29 

5), indicated that granite and gneiss source rooks weathered 

in place, possess a positive pbi.ekeess, as do the size 

distributions of the weathering products of gnatss figured by 

entworth (1932) • Carroll (1952, p.p. 199.800), however, 

showed that the size distributions of lateritto oil., developing 

in place from fine-grained sedimentary rocks, possess a negative 

pbir.skewnsas, th.reas similar soils derived from granitic 

terrain are positively skewed. 

In summary, both 	and vary with 4d for a population 

of Upper Old I'ted Sandstone distributions from :ast Lothtn. 

The phi-skewness demeans* from negative values in the coarsest 

sediments to 	0 at I1d 	1.83. AS 1't4 further increases, 

skewness increases slowly in a positive direction up to 

0.68 at hdo = 3.00, lithin the same median range (iv*. Vd0  < 

3.00), the sediment sorting improves continuously. In the / 
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finer sediments (> 3.00), the positive skewness values decrease  

and the degree of sorting "mains constant (Figure 31) • Thus 

after sorting reaches its maximums  the effect of continued 

decrease in stream competency, reflected in increasing MO  

values ist  as Plumley pointed outs  a normalising one, the 

distributions tending tOimXd* complete symmetry. 

The distribition parameters were regrouped according to 

the stratigraphic formations from which the specimens analysed 

were collected. 

These are as follows s 

(1) Ija 1ea]. 3sda 	These include sandstones from 

lenses within the ksal Conglomerate, from the 

Spott lk'eecia jequoncep from the 11.1 Sandstones 

and from the Stanton and iresmennan Beds. 

!T 	- 

this stratigraphic division were collected from the 

Lu*bie and %ssterhall aras. 

Statistical parameters for the regrouped distribution data 

have been calculated and are listed in Table. 4. 

A difference of two standard errors between toe observed 

sample means is regarded as probably significant • A difference 

of three or more standard errors is regarded as definitely significant. 

/ 
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In upward succession the following trends are apparent. 

The median gretn'.etse decreases significantly fros 

the zeal Beds into the Gsrvald 3andatones • There is no change 

in median grain eta* between the latter and the ornstone Beds. 

The degre of sorting increases significantly from 

the Besal Beds into the Gerveld Sandstones* There is no 

further improvement in sorting into the ornstone Beds. 

The seen Phi—skewness increases slightly from the 

Basal Beds into the Gsrvald andatones but this increase is not 

significant statistically. However the decrease in skewness 

involved between the Gar,a1d Sandstones and the Jorustone Beds 

is probably significant since the observed difference in seep1e 

means is twice the standard error of the difference. 

The above trends are duplicated, to a great extent, in 

the trends which effect the put-sorting and phi—skewness modes 

(igure 32) • The improvement in sorting between the Garvald 

Sendatonee and the Gornetone Beds, indicated in Figure 32, may 

be misleading in view of the statistical results of Table 4. 

The sise of the sample from the orneton. Beds is probably too 

DOM11* 

The otratigrephia trends, displayed by the sorting and 

skewness measures are precisely the same as those which characterize 

the sedimentary process wtitoh is operative in the differentiation 

of Ft 2, Ft 3,  ft 4, and It 5 distributions from anRi parent. (page 87). 
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The implications of the above results as regards the source 

and the transporting stresmag  are controlled by the fact that 

the variation trends deterninsd are vertical i.e • take place 

in upward succession. The results can therefore be interpreted 

in terms of recession of the source and lowering of the straw 

gradients • The latter vas effected by in-filling of the 

dspoattional trough and by continued source erosion. This 

Interpretation is independently supported by the strstigz'aphicel 

conclusions of Chapter 2. (page 5 9 ). 
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The sedimentary structures recorded from the Upper 

Old lled Sandstone of last Lothian, are grouped as follows. 

(i.ttijobn, 19579  p. 158; Craig and Ifaltont  19629  p.p. 101-

102.) 

Osddint Oumbno  (Intrestratal) 

Leatnation 

Graded"b.dding 

(0) Cross-bedding, including ripple-drift bedding 

(d) Oowolute-b.dding 

ddixoi*n 

ipple.rks 

Scour and fill structures 

(a) 	Groove marks 

Prod varks 	
Tool markings 

Bounce marks 

Striation marks 

knatiMry 51n2jum 

Secondary leatnatien 

Nodules (of cornaton.) 
/ 
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U) IWAILAS atrtioturi 

tintion 

The lamination recorded from the Upper Old Red andetone 

sediments belongs to two basic daises of structure. 

Primary lamination 

Secondary lamination considered under 

Accretionary Jtructursa. 

The former is a depositional feature found most extensively 

in the Gervald Sandstones and the Fapena 3iltstonee, and is 

most typical of the fine to medium'.grained sandstones and 

siltetones. The thickness of the primary lamination varies 

between 1.0 mm. and 22.0 ma. The modal thickness is less than 

2.0 was The lamination is parallel to a horizontal bedding 

or to oblique oven-bedding planes, and owes its occurrence to 

three different types of sedimentary process. 

The superposition of suocessive thin graded tmita, 

each graded lamin& representing a single depositional episode. 

The tine top to the lamina is often highly micaoeous. 

The alternation of fine band., rich in alay'.siae 

minerals and haematite, and discrete coarser more quarteose 

bands. One fine bend plus one coarse band represents two 

depositional episodes. 

/ 
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A • 	Primary laminae e*mposed of hasmUto and 

buv7 mineralse, 	 ( X 42) 

Be 	As above 	 (X75) 
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(3) The trnatI of bends of detrital material of 

differing specific gravity. The heavy bands, with specific 

gravity greater than 2.858  are concentrates of detrital haematite 

and heavy minerals such as sircon, tourmaline and rutile • The 

bands have a maximum thickness of u.6 ma. Ihe lighter bends, 

composed of quartz felspar and rook fragments, vary in thickness 

between 0.5 and 7.3 mm. The vary high concentration of heavy 

minerals within discrete bands suggests that the bands represent 

residual concentrates from which, lighter material has been 

washed out by winnowing current action. (Flatee 12 A, 1.2 Be) 

The first and second types of primary lamination were 

frequently fragmented or distorted by the effects of loading 

of coarser material on top of finer material. 

This to common in the rudaceous and arenaceous formations, 

and its occurrence has been adequately described in Chapter 2. 

In origin, the graded-bedding belongs to Type A of Fotttjohn'. 

classification (ope cit., p.  171) 9  viie grsde6-bedding formed 

by settlement, of material from a waning current. 

The following varieties of graded*bedding have been 

recorded; (Ilton, 1956, p.p. 262-265) • The terminology  

quoted by Walton is descriptive and Is applied here though his 
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examples were found in turbiite fa,  cjeE. 

Ideal &MaLngs 	The mean grain..sise decrease* 

upwards from a relatively coarse base (conglomerates, coarse 

sandstones or medium-grained sandstones) into finer pained 

sediment (tine conglomerates, fine sandstones or etitetonea). 

The relatively coarse bees is often rich in reworked clay and 

mudetone fragments (clay galls) • The fine top I. relatively 

more micaceous and is frequently very tie silo • Alternatively 

the tine top to the ideally graded unit can be laminated or 

aroes.bedded, (Plate W e  

ultiDle 2rading. 	This variety is most typically 

found within the 3pott trsocia Sequence. The bed shows a 

number of superimposed thin graded units. 1seh graded unit 

varies between one and a half and four inches in thickness 

and the complete bed say reach a aizimum thickness of to feet. 

we.t1e4 M1ne. 	The finer lithology is centrally 

positioned within the unit, and grades up and down into a 

l.tthology. In unit thickness and in occurrence, inverted grading 

is closely comparable to multiple grading. The former involves 

in its best examples very soarse sandstones rich in granule-size 

particles grading into fine fissile sandstones • This form of 

grading suggests continual feeding of coarse material into the 

transporting medium and fluctuating currents in the depositional 

area. / 
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Cono*,,..jnclin.d orose'.'iitratifieation (Qarveld 
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The direction of steepest dip on the foreset-planes of 

crosa.beda were measured directly, wherever possible, or 

estimated by plotting two apparent dips taken from vertical 

sections cutting the cross-bedding planes. The results 

were computed stereographically and corrected onto a horisontal 

depositional plane by rotation through the amount of the dip 

angle • Only 19 percent of the measurements could be taken 

directly from exposed foreset planes. The apparent dip 

method can give erroneous results where the cross-bedding 

planes give a curvilinear section parallel to the depositional 

strike. In cases of doubt, the relevant results were rejected* 

The bulk of the cross-bedding data was recorded from the 

Important ar.naeeoua formations within the succession, vise 

the Stanton and Pr.sasnnan 3sds, the Osrva].d Sandstones and, 

to a lessor extent, the Cornotone Beds of the Humble aress 

eaozintion of qj2Aftb2M&A6 varieties 

.qroi'eroIa bqddina. Two varieties of cro.croas bedding 

are present • The variety which is most frequent in ocourren cc 

(82 percent) corresponds to "trough cross stratification" 

(Mo.e and Weir, 1953, p.p. 385siu339) or "concave inclined bedding" 

((abeon 1956, p.p. 245..247) • The foreset beds are straight 

in sections  or gently concave upwerds, and are asymptotic to 

the beam of the oroasb.d led unit. (Plates 9 and 13). 
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The topeet beds are sli*y'a absent, the foresets being sharply 

truncated by the overlying unit. The bottoeset beds, if present, 

are less than 3. inch thick. 

The thickness of the trough cross-stratified units ranges 

between one half-inch and 48 inches. The modal thickness occurs 

within the 640 inch class, this class including 77 percent of the 

population* 64 percent of the population is included within the 

I.5 inch class, and 90 percent within the 020 inch class. 

18 percent of the macro-cross bedding is *planar cross- 

stx'atifieation" (MoI.e and etr op* cit.), and the upper and 

lower bounding surfaces of the oroseu.bsdded unit are sub-pari].1el. 

This type is equivalent to Ocogtinuous maimed bedding (Robson, 

ops cit.), and the lower boundary is again a surface of erosion. 

As with the trough cross-stratification, the foreests of the planer 

cross-stratification  are straight or gently concave upwards, the 

topsets are missing and the bottossets, if present, are thin. In 

thickness the units vary between 3 inches and 25 inches. The 

modal tbiaknss class, 6.10 inches, includes 33 percent of the population 

The 645 inch aUss includes 62 percent and the 0-20 inch class, 

90 percent of the population. 

No particular type of cross-bedding is peculiar to any one 

hanson or to any one geographical area* 

ioro-crosa beddiM. 	This type is typical of many of the nioaceous 

silts tones of any of the formations* Examples are illustrated in / 
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A fr.qu.*a'p1ot of tbo slopes of 315 forseet. 
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Specimen 	56—I1. 
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Figure 33 	They compare closely with ripple..drift bedding 

(Sorby, 1859, p.p. 177.'147; ibid, 1908, p.p. 183].85) or 

ripple crosa1amin&tion (Makes, 3939, p.p. 64..8].) • FIcUe stressed 

that the sedimentary processes involved in the formation of 

ripple cross-lamination were solely depoeitionsl* however many 

of the examples recorded from the Upper Old Red Sandstone show 

some erosion of the stoic elopes. The ripples advanced by 

deposition of fine sediment on their Lee slope., and were 

overstepped by upstream ripples which advanced over the partially 

eroded stone slopes of the preceding ripples. Allen (19620  

Pope 167.169; 1963s (a), p.p. 203.222; 3963 (b), p.pe 

described the formation of different types of croseistratifiostion 

from different varieties at migratory ripples • Icving ripples 

with straight crests formed planar arose-stratification and 

ripples with 1ingioid crests formed trough oross.'stratifiaation. 

As described the migration of trains of ripples under conditions 

of net deposition as a process of overstep by the advancing 

foresets of a ripple onto the upstream (stoic) slops at the 

succeeding downstream ripple which Is itself being synchronously 

eroded up to the moment of its burial*" 

Foreset glove. 

The fare set slopes were plotted against their frequency 

of occurrence (Figure 34). Th* dip of the forsests can be 

seen to vary between 6 degrees at the minimus,and a maxim of / 
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A contourad at.rsogrphio plot of the dips and 

dip.dl.rsotiona of 335 torr*asti.planss • The maxImm  

bat * 10 pero*nt dsnsity. 
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53 degrees. The modal class, 2]25 degrees includs 35 

percent of the population, and the 16.30 degree class includes 

87 percent of the population. The difference between the 

dips of the foresets of concave inclined and parallel inclined 

bedding is not significant. 

In 12 instancea g  the toreset dip exceeds the accepted 

maxims angle at rest of sand in vater of 33 to 34 degrees (Sorb7 

19089  p. 174; Awock p  1948, p. 244) • ixperieental work quoted 

by )4cKse (19339  p. 98) indicated the higher value of 41 degree.. 

Nevertheless 3 results give even higher value. • Itese are 

thought to be due to oversteepening of the toreset beds by 

incipient slumping. 

The for.ut slopes, (i.et direction and amount of smximm 

dip of foresists), imre plotted ster.opaphios].ly and the points 

plot contoured (Figure 35) • All the cross-bedding measurements 

were plotted on the one diagram, there being no significant 

distinction in modal current vector among the different 

stratigraphia divisions. A current direction, running from 

the vest and northwest to the east and south-east)  is indicated 

by Figure 35 and confirms the conclusions of Ctapter 2 as regards 

the direction of the source. 
/ 
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Conw1vto bedding. 

Zm Is 	'strioal with rounded crests. 

I= as 	jstrica1 with sharp crests. 

Zma 30 	Aaejiastrtes1. 
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This has been recorded from the 81.1 Sandstones (e.g. 

81.1 uarries, north-east of tenton), the 3tsnton and Pream,nnan 

Bodes  and the Garvald andetones (e.ge in the Papana 4ter, 

north-west of the Garvald Sill). 

Three varieties of convolute bedding are described and 

are illustrated in Figure 36. In all eases the lamination, 

though often distorted, 1* unbroken except where erosion of 

the crests of the convolution has taken pisos. 

[€J 	.:1r WLl 	vw 

These are the most frequent in occurrence, and were 

recorded from both tine and aedia'.grain.d sandstones, Their 

wavelength, range between 12 inches and 60 inch.. • As the 

wavelength increases1  the amplitude incites...  from 2 inches 

( a wavel.ngth of 12 inches) to 14 inches ( a wavelength of 60 

inches) • The wavelength: amplitude ratio varies between 4 

and 12* 

The eMlinal element of the convolution is rarely eøeupied y 

finely oross-bedded. sediment. 

Locally within the one bed the crests of the convolutions 

are parallel, and the limited amount of field evidence suggests 

that the crests are ispersietent along their strike. 

(2) 	 / 



cQnVO3Ute bedding - type 3. (in Gsri*ldSandstones) . 
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This variety is comparable in wavelength and anplit4e 

to the previously described type • However the crests of the 

convolutions are very sharp and pointed. This variety noreover 

has only been recorded from ftne"grained sedinents. 

)r: 

The relative aaplitnde of this variety is nuab higher so 

that the wavelength $ amplitude ratio never excesda 2.5 • The 

crest of the convolution sharpens considerably as it is traced 

through younger and younger le.ninae in an upwards direction. 

Asayaastry increases in the sane direction. Assnastrioil 

varieties have only been recorded fran fine-grained sandstones. 

The crests of the convolutions have frequently been partially 

eroded (i!igure 36). 

The latter two varieties of convolute bedding typically 

occur towards the top of the containing sandstone unit. 

The morphology of the three varieties and their comparative 

changes in profile as they are traced upwards suggests that they 

ar. linked. Variety 2 Is a re extreme development of variety 

3, and variety 3 is a further distorted d.velopnt of variety 2. 

The presence of cross-bedded eat.rial within the synclinal element 

of the convolutions  and the occurrence of eroded crests confirms  

quits oonclusively, the synudspoeitior*l nature of the structures 

(Sanders, 19600  p.p. 409.421) $ 3anders stressed the following 

points. / 



Convolute bedding is only found in fine.-grained 

sediments which show the ffjuletroa effect, (i.ee the velocity 

of $ current required to erode fine sediment is greater than 

the current velocity required to keep the ease sediment in 

suspension). 

convolute bedding develops syn.dsposjtjonall7 as 

a result of increasing shearing stress acting on the surface 

of cohesive sedbsnt. Where eohe*ion is ineffective, as in 

the case of coarser sediments, the particles teed to soy. as 

individuals to fore ripples who.e topographic resistance balances 

the increasing shearing stress. 

(a) ibere cohesion is effective, a series of antiolinee 

develop to provide the necessary shearing r'ssistane.. They 

develop by a decollosent type of adjustment with respect to the 

layers below. 

The following points therefore follow. 

Any further development of variety 1 is inhibited 

by the sedius grain-eLse of the sediment involved. 

The saplitede of the convolution is controlled by the 

diffenae in current shearing stress and bottom shearing resistance. 

A reduction in amplitude of an established convolution (e.g. 

variety 2), can be effected by distortion of the latter (so 

developing usyasetry) and by erosion of the convolution 

crest ('variety 3). 
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A.syi.trte ripples In dltatoT*s, 50 yards .sat of 

the Dunbar"4itford fault on the Otmbar shore. 
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(U) AWIMPJAW struaturq 

Theae are found aGet frequently in the siltabone formations, 

**go (a) on the Dunbar shore, immediately to the ...t of the 

DunbaiGifford fault. 

(b) in the Spott lurn, one third of a mile south of Little 

pott, 

Otherwise ripple marks are relatively infrequent. 

The ripple mark, belong to three groups. 

(i) 	Asamaerics.Lrioilen. 	The 1.* slop, dips more 

steeply than the stoic slope. They are the most frequent of 

the ripple types. The ripple create, sharper than the adjacent 

troughs are sinuous in plan, occasionally bifurcating and often 

interfering with previously formed ripples. Such interference 

resulted in either the latora .1 termination of the second-formed 

ripple or the overstep of the earlier ripple by the advancing 

foresets of the later ripple • The ripple-index (i*velength $ 

saplitude ratio) is al*ys less than 15 • (Plate is). 

(2) 	W=f4gaj osolUatign rl.tolej. In these no lee 

slops could be Identified. Internally the ripples are 

structural",. The ripple crests are very sharp and the troughs 

are rounded in abaps. In plan the crests are straight and 

parallel to each other. Laterally, however, as the ripple 

amplitude decrease., the crests became sinuous and unstable. / 



The ripple wavelength varies only slightly around 1.5 inches 

and the amplitude around 0.125 inches, 

gain the crests are relatively sharp but the troughs tend 

to be flab-bottomed and very variL1e in width. The crest., 

in plan, are subuparallel, though irregular in trend and 

isparsistant. The ripple amplitude is very low and the wavelength 

never exceeds 0.4 inches. 

The symmetrical ripple types are very infrequent in 

occurrence. 

The crests of the ripple types 1 and 2 are aligned transverse 

to the current dirsotion. The trend of the longitudinal ripples 

is at right angles to the trend of the ansyaetrioal ripple crests 

and therefore parallels the current direction. 

No consistent current direction was given by toe suneed ripple 

data. The information was too eparae and too highly dispersed. 

These are extremely infrequent in occurrence and have be2n listed 

onpneIOI. 
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Graded sandstme tz'oa the Stenton and Pr.e.nnen Bedso 

ha*mtito has been s.00nd5r117 conoentratid in tb.s coarse 

bsas of the sandstone • 	 (Speotasa 56uI78) 
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1:oe .pogjtiona1 lamination is defined by broad red bands of 

haematite or beetite-dolomite • Theee bands are separated by 

paler bands composed of quarts, fe]apar, and rock fragments set 

in a clay matrix uhidh is much lees ferruginous in composition. 

The red bands or laminae can reach 4.0 we in maximum thickness 

end are almost restricted in their occurrence to the stenton 

and Prsamsnnan Beds and their stratigraphical equivalents. 

The bands of ha.matite or of the haamatits"doloidte complex are 

parallel to original horisontsl bidding or to oblique oros. 

bedding, and are laterally discontinuous and relatively 

imp.r.istent • In graded beds, the haematite-dolomite tends to 

be concentractid in the coaxse bases of the graded units (Plate 16). 

,here the heematito or the haematite-dolomite occurrences 

are proportionally infrequent and randomly dispersed throughout 

the balk of the rock, the latter acquires a peppery aspect. 

In such sandstones the doloaltisation has frequently been centred, 

at least initially, on rook fragments, particularly those of 

greywack. (xm.ray analyses indicated that greywacke samples 

collected from the underlying basement are dolomite rich.) 

These fragments were completely replaced by a mosaic of / 
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A. Photoiorogi'sph at gr*r*cke trep.nte being 

replaced by dolaaite and ba.ttte. 

($p.aia.n 56..39) 	 ( 

3. 	3.aondr7 cement In ithiab )saetit.st*inad dolomite 

rhoabs are growing. 

(3peoin 6-36) 	 ( X 42) 
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interpenetrating zoned dolomite rhoa, heavily stained by 

hasastite • Each rhoab has developed and grown independently, 

space restriction having determined their ultimate development* 

here dolomitteation has not been complete the interzthomb 

spec.n may be filled by haematite which asy, of it..lf, have 

replaced original material (Plate 179  A.) 

Alternatively the hasastite, with or without dolomite, 

may form a continuous secondary cement replacing tine elastic 

material and filling up the pore space throughout the rook 

(Plates 6, 8 and 170  B.). 

The spread of the h&etit..do1caits complex was controlled 

by effective porosity. The latter was greatest along the 

bedding planes and within relatively coarse bands where e 

permeability was high. In such oases secondary lamination 

developed. 

Theae are represented most significantly by the cornatonea, 

i .e • secondary concentrations of calcium carbonate. Initially 

at least, theee concentrations took the form of nodules which 

could ultimately link up to form irregular but oontinuoua sheets 

of secondary limestone • The w11-developed.  cornstonee are 

restricted in their occurrence to the highest beds of the 

Upper Old Red Sandstone of FAst Lothian and Berwickshire to 
/ 
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to which they give their name - the Gornstone Beds. 

The cornatonee from Last Lothian are "concretionary 

cornetones" (Allen 19609  p.p. 43.48) • They are very similar 

to those described by Burgess (1960, p.p* 13153), and they 

vary in thickness up to a smadmus of 5 feet. 

There in no doubt as to the secondary nature of the cornetonsa. 

Thinsuisection examinations indicated every stage in the replacement 

of the original elastic constituents by calcite, the replacement 

having taken place in situ. The locus of the replacement ias 

again controlled by effective porosity, which was sufficiently 

high in the sandstones but not in the mudatonee • Cornatone 

nodules extracted from a homogeneous red audatone host rock 

contained relict unrepisoed quarts grains which were of much 

greater sine than were the grains composing the audston.a. This 

would indicate the preferential replacement of sandy material in 

pockets within the mudatonee • The process of cornstons,  formation 

within mudeton.s never proceeds beyond the stage of nodule formation* 

Gornatone samples were collected from the following profile 

exposed in the kinmbie at.r just below the (rboniferous bane. 

(a) 	6' Grey sandy shales. 

(o) 	12" Nodular green cornstons. 

(a) 	18" Red mudstone with green cornetone nodules. 

(a) 	12" Calearecum sandstone with streakr development* 

of impure oorrzstone. 

/ 
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A. 	3orrosion of quarts by granular oslalt. in 

(p.c1nnt 46.85) 	 ( X 42) 

	

3* 	iotoaicrogr*pb of a notion ttzrcugb a oornatonm 

*odnte • A cryptoorystelUne calcite eatrix contains 

relist quarts grains which are being corroded by 

granular calcite • Vein, are tnt tiled with si*rry 

calcite. 

(Specimen 46i43) 	 (x 42) 

	

C. 	Residual elastic material being replaced by granular 

calcite • Sparry calcite, infilling veins, is being 

replaced by oryptoorystallins calcite. 

(specimen 46.84) 	 (X 42) 
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The calcite in the cornatone samples shoved the following 

three modes of occurrence. 

Granular calcite where 03*11 optically distinct 

mibhedral to aubedral grains of calcite gz'ev independently. 

Inter-grain boundaries are not sutured. 

Sperry calcite where the calcite is clear and 

coarsely crystalline • Texturally the crystals interlock om 

with the other. Sperry calcite fills veins and cavities. 

Cryptooryatalline calcite where the separate 

extremely tin, calcite crystals are not distinct optically. 

In terms of greineiss, the relations between the three 

are t— Cryptocrystalline . granular *parry* 
2 -  5,L 

Flat. 189  A1  (unit (a) of the profile), indicates a relatively 

high percentage of residual claetc material, the calcite forming 

a matrix or cement in which the "floating" quarts grains possess 

boundaries which are distinctly corroded by granular calcite. 

Plate 1.8, B illustrates a section through a cornetone 

nodule from the red wudtonea of unit (b). )'azoh more complete 

replacement of original detrital material is indicated. The 

nodule, composed in the main of oryptocrystalline calcite, is 

cut by veins infilled with sperry calcite. Theae veins are, 

however, gradually being replaeed by granular calcite. 

list. 18, *V' j, from the pure cornetone of unit (o), shows 
/ 



a mesa of oz7ptocryatalline calcite surrounding residual 

pook.ts of elastic material which are being replaced by 

granular calcite. 

Thus the granular calcite to principally associated with 

areas within the cornetones or caicarenites where corrosion of 

the elastic material is actively taking place • The sperry 

calcite is similarly replaced by granular Oalc.jte • The 

latter is subsequently replaced by the eryptoorystalline calcite 

as the process of cornatone formation nears completion. 

Burgess (op.oit., p.p. 151,152) regarded cornston.s 

as the limestone Irtorisone in fossil calcareous soils, and 

(p. 149) "the evidence of p.neeontsmporansoua erosion indicated 

that the oornstones more formed before the overlying sediments 

were deposited". 

The profiles from the Upper Old Red 3andatone of the 

East of Scotland differ from the emplea described by Burgess 

in that 	(1) 	rtey occur at the top, rather than at 

the base, of the Upper 014 Red :endatone successions However, 

in both oases, the cornstones are beat developed adjacent to 

an unconformity. 

(2) 	There is little evidence within the cor'nstone 

profiles of peneaontcaporeneous erosion. Moreover the 

cornetones do not occupy any systematic position within a 

sedimentary profile • It may be that the climate of oornstons / 



times vas not mifticirnitly stable to a1].ov complete differentiation 

of a pedooal soil profile. 
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(a) 	211RUng 5CbU 

Grain size analyses of the sediments indicated the presence 

of "fine-tails" in many of the sediment distributions. These 

are beat examined, minei'slogteally by X.-ray diffraction analysis. 

A total of 50 specimens of red, purple and green sandstones 

and eii.tstonea were analysed (Figure 37). 

An initial suite of 16 red specimens were selected from 

the overall rock succession within the area, two samples being 

taken from each atratigratic division. 3ueh a suite could only 

indicate very generally the bulk clay mineralogy and save no more 

than an indication of any broad stratigrepkiic variation. To 

ensure that any such variation vas not controlled by the grain.. 

size of the sediment, a suite of 5 specimens was collected from 

a 20 toot succession of variable litbology, exposed in the Papama 

Water1  half a mile south of Ge.rvald line. A further suite of 

8 samples was collected across the Ad Red :;andetone. Carboniferous 

boundary in the !trns 'ater section, half a mile north-north-east 

of }iighlea. Finally 11 sets of vari-coloured speeimena, including 

principally red and cream or red and green pairs, from 10 different 

localities were comparatively analysed, these comprising a total 

of 23 analyses. / 
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Cia7 mineral *s wwo c*rrtd out ou 

spseiasna ooU.eted frasi the sampling stattoa 
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diaaggrsgated by hand crushing to give approximately 200 gaso 

of material less than 53 microns in grain-size. Of this 

yield, 100 gas • was suspended in water and allowed to settle 

for 6 hours • If the sample included carbonate anions, the 

clay fraction tended to flocculate • The carbonate was removed 

by slow cold 2 N • LCL treatment • Thorough washing thereafter 

wee avoided wherever possible ethos chlorite is soluble in 

warm dilute HOL. The material which remained, after the 

6 hours in suspension within the top 10 cm,, of the liquid 

column wee siphoned oft and retained. This euppension 

contained material whose maximum gz'ains'.ebe was 2.75 microns 

(1rumbein and lettijob, 1938, p.p. ill and 166). 

The clay suspension was then passed, drop by drop, through 

a thin porous oere.mie tile under a pressure of 4  to 6 inches 

of Hg. The technique was such that the drope of suspension 

were allowed to mix with a water layer on the surface of the 

tile, thereby allowing free orientation of the clay flakes 

before they settled under pressure • The process was 

continued slowly until a thin layer of orientated clay particles 

was formed* flie clay mount was allowed to dry naturally. 

The technique (1) did not allow grading according to 

grain-size within the clay layer. This is important since 

there can be a direct relationship between clay mineral species, 
/ 
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its degree of crystallinity, and its crystal size. 

allowed of considerable time saving over the more 

usual sedimentation methods. 

permitted the application of high temperatures to 

the clay mineral mount, e.g* the positive identification of 

kaclinite required heat treatment at 600 dgre.s Centigrade. 

The extraction technique was tested by analysing a second 

extract from each of three clay suspensions. The qualitative 

and quantitative results compared as follows: 

i'4TL11U* YWSW!r 

------,__ --- 	 - -- 
__________  ---- 

Sample and colour hut. 
- 

Keolinito I1lite.ch1orite 

5642 

Green 

let extract 9 91 

2nd extract 9 91 
___________ 

Green 

56.489/190L

2ndewxrtract 

___________ 
ract 36 - -•' 

44 20 - 
 36 46 13 

56.1s9490 

and 

let extract 43 43 14 
-- 
2nd extract 35 48 
- 

1? 

Ziu'.rav dif4'acti9n analysis 	The instrument used vas a 

Phillips X—ray dtffractomet.r, Feds]. FW 1051, receiving nickel filtered 

0iiK radiation at 361<v and 16 ). A 1 d.gre..0.1 we - I degree / 
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alit system, and a scan rate of 2 degrees per minute were 

used, for a tile mount measuring 1 13/16 x 5/8 x 1/8  inches. 

From each field specimen, two teat ssmp].eis were prepared. 

A bulk sample of unseparated material of grain.siss 

less than 5 3 microns, 

A tile mount of orientated clay minerals at grain- size 

 less than 2.75 microns. 

Analysis of the bulk sample gave the qualitative composition 

including quarts, felapar, clay minerals, and the principal 

carbonates present. The tile mount gave emphasised basal 

reflection, which could be interpreted both qualitatively and 

esmisquantitativelye uarts was ubiquitous and was used as an 

internal standard. Sesiiiiqusntitttivs results were derived 

from the basal (ooi) peak heights, assuming for equal proportions 

by weight of the clay., keolinite, illite and ahlorites, peak 

height ratio. of 4 t 3 s 3 respectively. The kaoltnite showed 

better orystallisatton and therefore gay, a sharper basal 

reflection (Talvenheimo and lvihite 1952, p.p. 17844789; Carroll, 

1962, p.p. 

The bulk sample vas sannod over the range 2 degrees - 

$ degree. (2 0) • The untreated ti]e was scanned over the 

range  degrees- 36 degrees (20). The tile mount was then 

heated at &) degrees Cantigrede in an atmosphere of ethylene 

glycol for 12 hours in order to expand all the expandable / 



lattio.a, and Xraysd over the scan-range 2 degrees to 2.8 

degree. (2 0). Interlayer water was driven off at 300 degrees 

Centigrade for 2 hours and the mount again X-rayed over the 

range 2 degrees 18 degree. (2 o) • lattice water was driven 

off at 600 degrees Centigrade for 30 minutes before the clay 

niount was finally scanned over the range 2 degrees - 18 degree. 

(2 e) • This analytical technique wee completely definitive. 

(Carroll, 19629 p. 303; Ftaup,. personal oceimanication.) 

-a 	 : 

iaffi~ i ;,., wv~ ". 

Table 6 shows the approxtnate qualitativ, proportions 

(given as percentages) of the clay minerals recorded the 

results being arranged in up*rd stratigraphic sequence. All 

the specimens analysed were red in colour and included only 

audetanes and fine siltatonse, excepting the specimens from the 

Qarva34 sandstones where audatones are infrequent. 
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The dominant clay minerals are illite and kaolinit*. 

The illite shows fair to poor orystallinity as indicated by a 

Maximm Sharpness Ratio, for the 10 A' peak, of 2.34 

(eaver, 1960 p.p. 1513.1514) • The kaolinite is highly 

crystalline with very sharp 7 AC  reflections. Chlorite, 

present in lesser proportion, is poorly crystalline and Is 

restricted in its occurrence to the basal units of the 

succession, Chlorite has only been recorded by the author 

in the Spott £sooias. Raup of the  U.3. Geological Survey 

(personal communication) detected chlorit, in the Spott Brecciael, 

in the Biel Ssndston•s and very low in the Stnton and 

Freemennan Beds • The chlorite from these beds is not however 

persistent since it is present in only a few of the samples. 

The first and third order reflections are strong • The chlorites 

are therefore not iron-rich (Brindley, 1951,. 187); they are 

thermally stable at 600 degree. Centigrade e  

ixed1ayer clay minerm1s in relatively low proportion 

are similarly tapezeletent in their occurrence • These mixed 

layer minerals have (001) reflections which indicate any of 

three inter-plans r spacings given by 2 8 = 7.2, 7.6 or 8.0 degrees. 

The lattices are non-expandable and show no collapse after subjection 

to a temperature of 330 degrees Centigrade. 

A study of Table 6 indicates no significant stratigraphic 

variation other than the restriction of chlorit, to the coarse 

basal part of the succession. The relatively high percentage / 



of kaolixite in the samples from the Garvald Sandstones is & 

function of the grsin.'siss of the specimens analysed. (see 

pace 12 8) • kaeaattte is present in all the samples analysed 

and dolomite is very common. 

I 

A suite of 5 red samples from a 20 feet sequence of beds of 

variable gr.iU.sis. were analysed for their clay mineral content. 

The results are tabulated below in order of increasing grainsise 

of specimen analysed. 

iiqr 	•i,* 

Sample No. Lithology Il].ite Xaolintte io1ontite Be.emetite 

56.4 Hudstone 66 31 P P 

56.3 Siltitone 61 39 P P 
569 Silt.tone 51 49 P P 
565 S1ltstone 36 64 F 
36.9 

it 

andatone 33 67 p p 

P a present 

There is a distinct increase in kaolJnite with increasing 
grain-sixes  at the expense of the illits • An increase in grain- 

size is oorre]atable with an increase in effective porosity., 



Patter and Glees (1958, p.p. 35.42) suggested, on similar 

evidence, authigenic formation of such of the b*olinit* of 

Pennsylvanian sediments in Southern Illinois on the grounds that 

"it is unreasonable to ascribe this contrast [ in the quantitative 

clay mineralogy of int,zb.dded sandstones and shale. to either 

contrasting inheritance or local depositional environment". 

This is accepted providing that the process of sorting is 

ineffective • This is likely since the upper colloid limit 

for clay particles is greeter than 20 microns (1ruaboin and 

Pettijobn, 1938, p.p. 60..61), èerea* the material under analysis 

use less than 2,75 microns. This authigenie increase in the 

proportion of keolinite in coarser sediments explains the high 

keolizzite: Illite ratios (5.27 and 4.73) for the G,rvald 

Sandstones, relative to ratios of 0,11 and 0.72 for the 4bittingbaae 

3iltetones (see Table 6). 

The Garboniferoua beds of the Elms Water in the liumbie 

district are separated from the Upper Old Red anditone beds by 

a small north east south vest trending fault. 	The lithologies 

on either aids of the fault are very similar though the OAarbaiiiferous 

sediments include pale grey to blue flaw sandstones which are 

not found in the Old id 3andstone succession. 

/ 
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The results of the analyses are listed in Table 8 in upward 

etratigraphic order • All the samples were separated from sandstones, 

Jample No. Iflite S 1aolii4te % huts- 
Montmortlloriite 

S 
V- 

Cerb,13, 25 54 21 
Carboniferous Orb. A. 26 55 19 

4643 10 84 6 
Fault 46-22 14 86 Trace 

4641 12 80 8 
Old Rid 419 14 70 16 

46.18 12 77 13. 
Sandstone 46..17 18 82 

hut, and kaolinits are again the dominant clay mineral 

species present both in the Upper Old Red Sandstone and the 

Calciferous Sandstone Series • The k*olinite is however consistently 

and considerably in excess of the illit., and probably includes a 

high authigenie proportion, since the samples analysed were all 

extracted from sandstones, 

The sixd layer clay mineral present possesses a lattice which 

is expandable by 2 A° , (tZthiokn.aa of one water layer) • The 

lattice collapses again by a similar amount at 300 degrees Centigrade. 



At 600 degrees Gentigrade considerable lattice c.11ap.e takes 

p]*ee, the first order eixed*layer reflection being lost by 

merging with the adjacent (001) illit. peak. 

lattice destruction due to the loss of lattice water 

(Grin, 1953, p. 221). 

The species has been identified as a ei61ayer illite.. 

nonteorillonitee i11 the iflite (001) reflections are 

extremely ragged with a highly irregular tail towards the lower 

20 values. Stephen (1952, p. 30) oonaiderd that such peeks 

indicated hydration of the illite caused by interpolation of 

water molecules between the structural sheets • 'rhis suggested 

the beginning of the transformation, illit. - aontmorillonite. 

Tbte 8 indicates littie or no significant difference in 

the clay mineralogy of the Upper Old Red'Sandstone and Caloiferous 

Sandstone beds. The presence of tllite.waonteoriUonita, nowhere 

else recorded in the area, my be due to the influence of 

vulcanioity. Volcanic activity wee considerable in early 

Galoifcrone 3andstone time end the highly alkaline environment 

prevalent during that time could promote the partial alteration 

of illite to monteorilionits by leaching of the potassium 

and addition of calcium and magnesium ions. 

h!TTt ) Tk 

4 
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Sets of samples, each set comprising 1 to 3 samples, were 

collected from localities where strong colour contrasts occurred. 

Saciz sit included representatives of one or two of the following 

colours red, purple, gr.n, cream end white. The mode of 

occurrence and the nature of the contact between the colours 

e clearly established in the localities sampled. This  

information and the results of the clay mineral analyses are 

listed in Table 9. 
/ 
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The clay minerals involved ares  as before kaolintte, illits 

and i11ito.ch1orite. The keolinite: tlltte ratio: I. often higher 

in the drab (i.e, non-red) sample* but this is a function of the 

grain-size of the specimen analysed. The specimen with the drab 

colour was usually slightly coarser than the red specimen and 

the higher ksolinits z illite ratios in the former only reflect 

autkiigenic increase in the proportion of kaolinite • The variation 

in colour of the sediments cannot by characterised mincralogically 

in terms of the clay hinerals and their relative proportions. 

The presence or absence of haematite (Table 9) is more 

significant • Haematite was invariably present in the red samples. 

In the drab samples the haematite was absent or present in much 

smaller proportion. Furthermore the presence of haematite in 

the drab samples might easily be duo to the use of a contaminated 

sample, Los* where it had been difficult to mike a clean separation 

of red from drab. The haematite gave its maximum, reflection at 

2.69 A i.e • 33.2 degrees (2 a) • Further reflections were noted 

from the bulk samples at 1.69 A (54.4 degree.), 1.48 A  (62.7 

degrees) and 1.45 A  (64.4 degrees 2(3). These reflections were 

evident, despite the use of Ou I< radiation1  and indicated the 

presence of haematite in sufficient proportion to give a reflection 

which was strong enough to rise above the level of background tarn 

fluorescence (ILtohell, personal ocasuniostion.) 

/ 



(g) aoncluaiou.. 

(I.) Illite and kaolinite are propertior*fly the meet 

important clay minerals in the Upper Old Red Sawlstono of 24st 

Lothian. 

(2) Each of these minerals requires $ quite different 

ehemical environment for their formstion. 1ao1inite forms 

meat readily in an acid erxvirovasnt, i.e • one characterised by 

an excess of hydrogen Ionsp where the bases tend to be removed 

In solution. The kaolinite structure will only accoaaodate 

silicon and aluminium eationeo dnae the a].uidninas silicon 

ratio is high)  ks.oiiuite formation is promoted wtaere the IT 

varies between 5 and 7. Alns is relatively insoluble compared 

with silica in this p H rang.. (Grim, 1951 p.p. 22229; 

).son, 1958, p.p. ].5A.160). 

Mite is the commonest of all clay minerals in sedimentary 

rocks (.svez', 1958, p.p. 254i.271) • It forms in a neutral to 

slightly alkaline environment and potassium is essential to the 

tUit. structure (Grim, 19519 p. 228). 

Thus the association of tRite and kaaiSntts is difficult 

to understand in terms of diagenetic processes. It is more 

suggestive of a compositional source control. Analysis of a 

grey*ck..'silt.toms from the source area indicated the presence 

of both tRit, and kaolintte, the kaclinites illito ratio being 

1 a 2. It therefore appears likely that the clay mineralogy 

of the Upper 014 Red.anstone primarily reflects the source 

rook composition (av.r, 19581, op. cit., Mime, and Barley, 1958,, 
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pop . 2338), 

Authjgenjo increase in the proportion of keolinite 

has taken pie.e in the coarser sediments. Since there is no 

reason to suppose that the ooaree-grained beats were deposited 

under chemical Conditions different from those prevailing during 

the deposition of the fine beds, the increase in kaolinite is 

suggested to be fairly late in age e.g. post-compaction. Mime 

and Earley (opo cit.) indicated that in consolidated sediments 

increasing permeability allowed poat.00mpaction modification. 

The development of kaolinite from jute in soils under 

conditions of acid leaching, has been described by Stephen 

(ope cit., p.p. 235..236) and lena (1954, p.p. 140iul44) * 

The significance of the chlorite and the mixed- 

layer illite-ohiorite is less apparent. The sporadic occurrence 

of the former, and its restriction to the coarser basal sediments 

of the su000ssionj  suggests a diagenetic origin, presumably 

developing from illite in the presence of magnesium ions. 

Powers (1954, p.p. 68.73) has described this transformation from 

an estuarine environment and he noted that the thermal stability 

of the chlorite increased with the concentration of magnesium 

ions in solution, 

The illite-etilorite proportion is greatest in the younger 

formations of the Upper Old Red Sandstone succession, reaching 

a medmua in the Cornetons Beds. 



) Differences In sediment colour cannot be characterized 

by the types or proportions of the clay minerals present, The 

presence or absence of hasestite is such more significant. 

Correspondingly, *57 prOO$s vhiah 5*7 have controlled the 

proportion of hassutite now present, (page 140), has not affected 

the clay minerals. 



In a remarkable synthesis .f the literature on red beds 

and red colour in sediments, Van dout.n (19619  p.p. 69u139) 

said (p. 90) that 'It is now realised theta significant 

characteristic of the subj eat is its complexity and the difficulty 

of simplifying it for analysis • The problems at the origin 

of red beds involve at least the material, climates, relief, 

and tectonic setting of the source area and the climate, geography 

and tectonic setting of the basin of deposition.' 

The Upper 03.4 t.d Sandstone of East Lothian belongs to the 

primary detrital group of continental red beds of Kryninels 

classification (1949, p.p. 6o68). 

X...rs.y diffraction analyses of red ssr&ples, as described 

In the preceding section1  indicated the presence of haematite. 

This was the only prominent iron mineral recognised within the 

fine frticm of the red sediments • In the diftraoiomet.r 

charts of the drab samples, the haamtito reflections were 

typically absent. 

Haematite was identified as an important red mineral pigment 

by Raymond (19429  p.p. 663669) • Oreer (1957, p.p. 127) 

identified hasmatite var. speoularl.te intergrom with ilasnite 

in red beds. 
/ 



A, i.Ujeil*i costing Of hasmatits around detrital 

grains. 

(Specimen 76) 	 (I 75) 

Be 	As above 

(Spsoia.n 1]s486) 	 (x 75) 
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The ferric iron occurs in two distinct tars within the 

sedisents • These are (1) thin pellicular coatings sround 

the individual grains (Plates 19 A and 8) 

(2) detrital iron oxide concentrated 

in the finer fractions of the sediments 	This hasmatits has 

frequently been post-depositionally red2stribut*d to form a 

secondary assent (iI.at. 6 8), or thin rearystallised joint 

infilUngs and hard dark red secondary nodules where the 

haematite has replaced most of the original elastic material 

(Plate 6 A) • The haematite is often texturally associated 

with secondary dolomite ((bapter 6) • Redistribution and 

rsoryatalliaation of the haeitite is most evident in the 

Stenton and Fresmenn Bids. 

Table 10. / 
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The .tratigrtphio variation in the proportion of ferric 

end fsrr'ous iron in the <300 ntoron frsatioia. 
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fr!1I! MT wal-ar 

Sample No Colour GraiDeise FO 	0 3 	S Ye 0 	5 
fraction analysed 

(Microns) 

33.4 Red > 53 5.00 Ti'. 
< 53 13.40 0015 

12.352 Red > 53 6.00 Ti'. 
< 53 31.80  

> 53 1.23 Ti'. 
.< 53 4,10 0.10 

56.120 Cream > 53 1.13 Ti'. 
' 	53 7.20 0.12 

Ti. = 1ra.e. 

The ferric irons  in all eases is concentrated in the fins 

fractions of the  sediments analysed. The percentage of ferric 

Iran in the coarse fractions reflects the proportion of ferric 

oxide present as pellioular stains around the detrital grains, 

Plus the detrital hassatite grains which are coarser than 5 

:;iwi-  --c 

Figure 38 gives the ferric and ferrous iron oxide percentages in 
/ 
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the <53 micron extracts from red sandstones and ailtatonee 

from the different atratigraphic formations. The plot indicates 

that the proportion of ferric oxide is greatest in the basal 

beds of the succession. In this instance the fins extract from 

Spott J3reccia contained 57.6 percent ferric oxide whereas the 

equivalent extracts from the Papana Stltatones and the ornetone 

!de contained approximately 10 percent* 	tratigraphie variation 

in the percentage of ferrous oxide is not significant. 

It has been recognised that one of the characteristics of 

red beds is the presence of frequent drab bands or zones regularly 

or irregularly positioned within the red sequence • In the 

Upper 014 Red Sandstone of East Lothian, the red colours include 

various shades from pink to deep red, pale to dark brown and 

dark grey to purple. The drab colours include white, pale grey, 

cream and green. 

The drab colours occur as tollom $ 

(1) 	In bands and zones parallel to the bedding or cross- 

stratification. In such occurrences, the drab bands are often 

restricted to litholo-0les which are slightly coarser or more 

permeable than the adjacent red rock. (r3.ate 20). 

VA 



PLATE 2]. 

5000n4*27 drab oo]our eono.ntrated along Joints in 

siltitones on the )unbar ahor., 





PLATE 22 

Secondary aottle of drab colour in rd eiltitonse. 
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In bands and son.s which transgress the bedding, 

These bands are commonly positioned along email fracture planes 

and Joint plane.. These joints may also displace older sense 

of drab colour of type (1) (Flat. 21). 

In sub-spherical mottles which are completely surrounded 

by red rook (rate 22) • The.. mottles very in eisa up to $ 

diameter of S cm* and sometimes possess a black non-radioactive 

nucleus of Less than 0.5 cm. diameter, The black colour of the 

nucleus is due to the presence of dark green otlorite, and this 

mineral is restricted to the nucleus, 

In large irregular zones of nonaystemetio distribution. 

In babes which surround the cornetone nods]se. 

These colour interrelationships are best seen in the F.ae 

Bay area, on the Dunbar shores, in the Uuabie Ater section, and in 

the siltetones of the Gifford Water. The modes of occurrence indicate 

that such of the drab colour is secondary in origin and probably 

post-compaction in age. 

The clay galls, contained by many of the sandstones, are either 

green or brown in colour. Green clay galls have been recorded 

in brown or red sandstones and brown clay galls in drab sandstones. 

Less frequently both en and brown clay galls are round in the 

same sandstone • Some of the drab colour must tbaref or. be  very 

early in origin. 
I 
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The clay ain.z'*l anlyase from closely adjacent red and 

drab seaples were eupriernented by chemical determinations of the 

terrio and ferrous cud, percentages in the lees than 53 micron 

fractions from the earns sample sets (page 132 ) 	The results 

are listed in Table ti 
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o*lity Sample No. 

-- 	-r 

;;olour Lithology F 	0 Fe 0 
S 

121 12'.271 ied *ndst. 8.75 045 
11".'271 itito 

-r 

30rdt • 0.72 0.12 
- r 

10 

_______________ 

IIIN.32/+  Rod 
____________ 
Sandst. 

- 
13.40 

_________ 

0.15 
11.:323 Crom Spndsto 40 u.10 

131 11-332tod Sandit • 10.87 0.20 
11333 hite 3rnet • 0 .o6 0.15 

191 5103 t1tt. 8.32 0.32 

- 
56..103 Green St].tst. 3.76 0.17 

303 
---- 

56.179483 tM Sandet. 4.30 0.39 
56...179183 Grey Sandit • 2.67 0,39 

309 
- 
56..189490 Rod Altsto 4.56 0.36 
560.189/190 Green 3tltet • 2.12 040 

171 56.1.4 ROd 1-ludet. lo .20 045 
560.15 Green 3iltet. 2.84 0.38 

171 5647 Rod udet • 8.67 043 
56..18 Green Siltet. 2.74 047 

396 46.79 Red Hudet. 9.31 0.71 
46.80 Grey 39rAst • 7.07 

-I 

0.54 

398 46i47 Red h4dato  9.96 0.6? 
4646 Purple t1tst. 9.16 0.68 



The tabulated results clearly indicate that the red 

samples contain a much higher percentage of ferric iron than do 

the corresponding drab samples • The process of bleaching 

must involve both reduction of the ferric iron and its aubeeusnt 

removal (ell.r, 1929 p.p. 55'u.70) • This process can affect 

as such as 99.4 percent of the original ferric iron. The 

comparative values for the fei'.'ou iron percentages indicate 

littie significant change. The process at reduction and 

removal involves localisation of increasingly acidic conditions 

or a decrease in the h value. (Lrumbein and Garrella, 1952, 

P# 15). 

(e) 	nclusioqj 

(1) 	The iron content is,tn the main, evenly distributed 

throughout the Upper 016 Red Sandstone sediments • Zost of the 

red pigment, identified as hscaattto, is concentrated in the 

fine fractions (<53 microns) of the sediment.. Despite some  

redistribution and recz'itallisation, it is likely that the 

haematite is detrital in origin. The iron oxides must nave been 

liberated as a result of weathering of the source • The formation 

of red soil requires a a1bt* with a mean annual temperature 

greater than 60 degrees Fahrenheit and a mean an'ua1 rainfall 

greater than 4) inches (Thornbury, 1954, p.p. 53..67; Van 

klouten, ope cit., p. 1o6) • Roes and Hendricks (1945, p.p. 23-19) 

/ 
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noted moreover that ferric iron could act enter the kaol.ioits 

structure, so that, mhere kaolinite is abundant, as it is in 

the Upper Old ied Sandstone  sourcol  free iron oxides also occur. 

These are particularly abundant in the lateritic types of soil. 

}rown colloidal ferric oxides age to hassatite in a neutral to 

acid environment under conditions of intense weathering (lc1c.nsie, 

19571, p.p. 3O73]0). 

(2) The environment of deposition was very similar to 

the environment which prevailed in the source since the sediments 

were loosily derived. The persistence of the kaclinite in the 

depositional area suggests an acid environment (page 134). 

The haematite, however, rei*ini stable in an acid environment 

only if the Eh is greater than • 0.1 i.e • conditions are strongly 

oxidising. (Rrumb.in and Garrels, op. cit. p.p. 
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7.21 3,53 4005 - 
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7-30 2.68 3.12 4,33 0.83 0047 It 4 
7..31 2.55 2.98 4.20 0,83 0.48 a 3 
7.32 2,77 3.52 4928 0.76 0.01 a 4 
703 2.35 2,80 3.70 0.68 0.34 it 3 
74.34 2.33 2.85 4.12 0.90 u.42 it 3 
7-38 2.86 3.08 4.17 0.66 0.67 it 3 
7'.39 2,70 2.95 4.17 0,74 0,66 a 
7-47 - 045 2.75 it 3. 
7.49 03) 3905 - It]. 
7-56 0.40 3.03 - R  
7658 3.93 6.35 - - R5 
6.1 2.54 3.03 4.40 0.93 0.47 It 4 
6.6 2.77 341 4.50 0.87 o.61 a 4 
6.11 2,41 2,87 4.13 u.86 0,47 a 3 
6.13 2,53 3.17 4.47 0,97 0.86 a 4 
6.18 1.67 2,18 4.00 1.17 0.56 a 3 
6.'29 3.96 2.52 3.95 1.00 0944 It 3 
6-40 3.12 3.84 as - 115 
6-46 1.02 2.22 4.07 3.53 0.22 a 2 
6.47 1.49 2.75 4.35 1.43 0.3.2 R2 

12.-5 2.43 3.10 4,40 0.99 0.32 a 4 
12.6 1.90 2,78 4.30 1.20 0.27 It 2 
12.11 -.1.20 1946 2.65 1.93 .0.38 a 2 
11-17 1978 2.35 3.80 1.01 0.44 it 3 
13.18 1,59 2,10 3.86 1.14 0.55 it 	3 
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11.46 2.03 2.55 3.50 0.74 0030 a 3 
11-54 1.68 2.24 3.85 1.09 0.69 it 3 
11.67 2.29 2.69 3.83 0.77 0,48 it 3 
11.69 2.29 2.79 6.17 0,94 0.47 it 3 
11-85 2.1]. 2.72 4.32 1.11 0045 it 3 
11-86 1.90 2.33 3.85 0.98 0.56 it 
11-88 2,56 2.99 4,33 0,89 0.52 It 3 
U'49 2.97 3.62 
11.111 2.37 2,94 4.28 096 0,41 it 3 
11-113 2.55 2.90 4.24 0.85 0.59 it 3 
31-123 2.20 2.77 4.26 1.03 0.45 it 3 
11.125 2,03 2.55 4.14 1.06 09 51 it 3 
11.139 2.66 3.03 4.28 0.81 0.54 it 3 

/ 



Specima 
No.  0%6 984 type 

11.140 2.97 3.34 4.43 0.73 0.49 R4 11.51 1.93 2.43 3.92 1,00 0.50 Ft 3 
11,452 2 o25 2.73 4.19 0.97 0.51 a 3 
11185 2.82 3.10 4.32 0.75 0.63 a 4 
11487 2.77 3.1.0 - R4 
11.202 1953 2.06 3.42 o095 0.44 It 3 
11'205 2,67 3.27 4.40 0.87 0.31 a 4 
11,225 287 3.18 4.).) 0972 0,57 It 4 
11.226 2.02 2,47 4.00 099 0,55 Ft 3 

243 2.85 4.20 0.89 0.53 It 3 
21.233 2.06 2.50 4.08 1.01 0.56 ft 3 
11.236 2.38 2.80 3.84 0.73 0.42 It 3 
11.237 2.00 2.42 3.14 0.57 0.26 a 3 
11442 2.47 2.98 4.37 0.95 0.46 It 3 
Uii.249 3.28 3.93 - It 5 
11.'253 2.67 3.07 - = It 4 
11438 2.37 2.96 4.33 0.98 0.40 Ft 3 
].i.260 243 2.86 4.20 0.89 0.52 ft 3 
11..261 1.73 2.23 3.34 0.81 0.38 It 	3 
11463 2.52 3.00 = a 3 
11.'..264 226 2.90 op _ - R  
11.265 2.68 3.03 4.25 0,79 0.56 It 	3 
11461 255 293 14.05 0.75 0,49 14. 3 
11.272 2.69 3.03 4.27 0.79 0.57 a 3 
11.273 2.74 3.09 4.35 0.81 0.57 ft 3 
11-218 2.94 3.35 4.25 0.66 0.38 Ft 4 
11.279 2.97 3.31 4.22 0.63 0.46 
ll-7 2.61 2.95 O.g 
11490 303. 3.36 3.98 0,49 0.29 It 4 
11...316 2.61 3,02 4.05 0.69 0.49 a 3 
11317 3.23 3.49 4.26 0.52 0.50 ft 4 
11.323 3.16 3.42 4.13 0.49 0.47 14.4 
11.324 3.11 3.55 4.23 0,56 0.21 Ft 4 
11.326 2.69 298 3.65 0.68 0.40 a 3 
31.335 3.41 3.71 4.35 0.47 0,36 R4 
11.338 2.70 3.10 4.19 0.75 0,47 It 4 
11..351 2.83. 3.00 3.78 049 0.61. a 
11-352 2.93 3.16 4.14 u .61 0.62 It 4 
1il.Y74 3.17 3.45 4.13 0.48 0.42 R4 
11.375 2,65 303 3.97 0.66 0.42 a 3 
u.386 2.82 3,08 4.35 0.77 0,66 It 14 

3.23. 3.49 4.28 0,54 0.48 It 4 
11-396 2.7]. 3,06 4.29 0,79 0.56 Ft 3 
11.'399 237 2.90 4.40 1,02 0.4.8 Ft 3 
1.1..406 2,86 3.22 4.45 0.80 0.55 It 4 



Specimen 
o. c1.6 AU 4 O 

Curve 
type 

11407 2.94 

- - 	- --------- 

3.38 

-- 	- - ..-_---- -. 

11412 2 080 3.17 4.40 0.80 0054 a 4 
11-420 2,44 2.73 3,92 0.74 0,61 a 3 
11.434 2,63 2.93 4.00 0,69 0,57 a 3 
11.435 1,95 2.72 4o32 1.19 0.35 Ft 	3 
11./,14 2.28 2,68 3.48 0.60 0.33 ft 3 
11-142 2.66 3.03 4011 0.73 0,49 Ft 3 
11449 3.01 3.64 - - - t 4 
11.461 1.66 2.23. 3.30 0.82 0.33 Ft 3 
11.463 2.18 2,52 3.85 0,84 0.60 it .3 
11.472 2.83 3.08 3.87 0.52 0.52 11 3 
11i.473 2.81 3,04 3.60 0.40 0.43 Ft  3 
11.487 2,65 2.97 3,65 0.50 0,36 Ft 3 
11-488 2,20 2,50 3.24 0.52 0,42 Ft 3 
11..489 2.62 2098 3.93 0.66 0.45 Ft 3 
11..490 2,42 2.85 3.60 0059 0,27 Ft 3 
11499 2.66 3.30 4,36 0085 0,25 Ft 4 
11.501 2.06 246 3.27 0,61 0,34 Ft 3 
56.32 2.12 3.21  
56-35 1,86 2.40 4.23 1,19 0,55 ft 3 
56.7 2.58 345 - - • 
5643 1.43 2.08 3.95 1.26 0.48 Ft 2 
56..68 2,66 3.09 - 
56.69 0,80 1.84 4.25 1973 0.40 Ft 2 
561.70 0086 1.90 4.04 1.59 0.35 Ft 2 
561.74 2.76 3.20 - - 
56..19 2.82 3.43 - - R4 
56.81 2.98 3.58 - a 4 
561.98 0.35 1080 3.20 1.43 -0.15 Ft 2 
56401 1,70 2.28 4,32 131 o.6 Ft 3 
56-104 3,22 3,59 Ft 4 
56-3.06 1.31 2.08 3.77 1,23 0,37 Ft 2 
56..108 1.62 2.15 3,55 0.97 0.45 ft 3 
6109 1.85 2.66 4,26 1.23. o.33 Ft 3 

56-110 2,43 3021 4.45 1001 0,23 ft 4 
56.118 1,68 2,30 4.01 1.3.7 0.47 Ft 3 
56-119 2.94 3.26 4.48 0.77 0.58 Ft 4 
56.120 2,09 2.45 3.44 0.68 0.47 a 3 
46.53 2.52 2.95 3.69 0059 0.27 a 3 
46.54 2.43 2,83 3.47 0,52 0923 ft 3 
46.58 2.59 3.00 3.87 0.64 0.36 Ft 	3 
44.59 2,80 3,40 4040 0.80 0,25 Ft 4 
44.60 2.56 2.93 3.57 0,51 0,27 Ft 3 
4661 2.85 3934 4.11 0,63 0.22 Ft 4 


